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The beautiful noem from which this article borrows its title 
.L. 
provokes echoes frcm such pla.ces as Cl.arke 9 s Bea .. cb, Grand Beach, 
Long Beach, Tack's Beach, Sandy 13(~8(.'!h ~ and. ctr-1e1"' bea.ches throughout 
Newf ound.la.nd 0 T!1e ·poern ls t3- t once a dr)arr1Ert.:1.c mor1ologue arid a11 elegy" 
"Dover Beach 11 bel.<)!1gs to +"he 11.ineteer1th cer1t11r:v ~ for 1 ts 
author was .MattJ·1ew Arnold., son ()f l)r(. ':I'homc1s Arnold~ r1ea.dmaster of 
B.tig'b:y, one of Engla.nd. ' s famous bc~/3 ~ s et.1001.s o Matthew was a school 
inspector for over thirty yearso 
Some of Arnold's noems h2ve an indefinable sadness about 
-~-
themo The man himsel!~ wcQ ~ - 1 q~s 1 l~1~~ " ·~ . 0. .... C-·· , __ , ..L <..~, L:'.) .... ...l. .,.J L.) l...· 0 The classical view is 
tha.t perfecttor1 comes from educati.on Ar1d Ci:lsclpline 0 All about 
him Arnold saw culture threatened by anarchy, because the Industrial 
Revolution was changing the thj_nking of too many people, for whom 
books were no lonrrer deemed ~ ' 0 ~ ., ..... r." ,..... -- ,,.._ . ...., .,.... ...... r · .. ~-. . r .. , , f I,....,,, r-l t..._:; lo...., ..,.., _. • t \ ' .~• I ....... Ao, .... . .:...i ·.. •. . .; • ... ,~ ........... .,,, ; • .t. ,,.· .. ; • -l ... ~., "' Indeed they were being 
displaced - to bring the comparison 11p to date - by television sets 
and mt11k coets. Tirnes were i :n tru.th ·oeccHn1.r1g ter~1-i1bly vuJ.ga.r, with 
crowds of people sheltered in formless shacks in smoke-stack townso 
They neither knew nor cared that 
Far, far from here 
11 he A. cl r i 8 . «; i. e l ) ~.., e .:?~ .ks l n c.-t -v1 a 1'l m l) a y 
Amor1cr t: .. ne O"",...P. .;.':)·n Il ~ ·· rri f'.:;)"'·1 h i 1 1 .. ., • ,-·rid t- J1A r•e 
.J:. - • b v ./ ::-::- -" .,, - ' · -~ . · ·- ..L.) . . ... C.;.t .r. . ...!... ...i... l:.J j tA . . u ... . . . . 
Tl1e .sunsttine j __ n the !1<.11)py· g1er1s is t·a1.r, 
And by the sea, and in the brakes~ 
The grass is cool~ the sea-side air 
Buoyant and fresh, the mountain flowers 
More v l rgi.:na l a~n.d svlee t tha11 Oll I"S o 
The flr·st stanza lntrodt.lces a. mc>onlight scer1e on a calm sea. 
and a tranquil coasto :Notiee t!1e l1J.umtnatlon produced by the words 
"moon" 
' 
" i 1 gh t " , " bi ~ h a " moon- (. ...nc e. _ , Ii g~ ·i e arns ¥' j an.a "glimmering" • 
Moreover, "glea ms 0 and "glimmerir1g " are phonet:tc i11tensi.ves, which 
carry suggestion; and e a ch of t hese word s occupies the opening 
position in a line~ to lend emphas 1so !rbe~~e is g1.,eat emotion here o 
At tr1is polr1t I ma y r11e rnar0 k tr1;::1t. tt1··' s ·_poen1~ like tl1e generality 
of great poetry, carries its own i mporto Si nce no two people are 
identical and. everyo11e r1as d. i ffer- e r1t ex·per1. e11c es to brlr1g to a poem, 
the meaning must differ with the W'l1at the poem means to me 
is not necessarily what it means to youo o t her wor ds I can not 
measure your reactiono It fo lJc)WS a student should receive 
full marks, if his answer r eflects h.()11est thinking, ev·e11 though the 
teacher may not agree with hi s v iewpointo 
'rh e s Pa ., ;.::: "'t> - . .L., i·n 'r r- "1  ·~ O"n~ t 
_, ..... ,_., L· Cl , J JJ. . ..1..c_-:i j 
The tide is full~ the moon lies fair 
Upon the St:raitB; .... 0 11 t r1e French coast, the light 
r 1 e~rns ~l1 1J~ ~t q a~~ ~ D ~ha c l if,~~ of~ Er.1gland stand J .J. , <.,i.. _ • , •• '.:L .. _ .. . ,_ \~ ::• ·-• ~ it.... s· 1_, .\ .• ....,.. • .•• ;:;, . . , 
Gl imrneral:r1g .az1c1. Vc~.s t j ou.t l r1 tr1e t :ranquil bay o 
Come t o the ~,r .111dcrw a swet.~ t 1 s the r1igl1t air ! 
(/ ....... 
C:nl ~, fr ·~)m {. 'h -~l '"'i .. )-~" ·:r ·1 ~ Y'1 P of s·p1"'ay 
' . ,..T ' ~. "' '°'" !. ... t.., .L t. -~ . .;. f:::· . . _L i l. :.., ··- ~ . . 
Where the ebb meets the moon~blanch u d sand, 
I. i ~t0n • ·un~ 1 l-1A~ -r·';j fw ,nc.~ c_"'f'Yllat·inrr Y'Oar .J I::) v . o r v l . .\ ~- ...J 1;.,,c, •• v J. •_. F ·, .A.. $ . c::... - ,. 
"' - •• 1 .. _... · 
Url f p e '"ol1al r..)c·• hY}· i QYi t·. 1--·e W8· -uoc-i S U C 1{ l)aCk and ·fling, • • ·~ .1.- \. • .; 1. ) V tl :. ! .. l . l .1. L l ,. , V ..._; .:;:) I.. .t " J 
At thei r re t urn, up the high s t r and, 
Be l"Y'.- n a· ..,,..1,,~ ..,. ·'~ C';, (~ ·:) a· t» ·~ t:hen aga -'l r1 begin " r:'.~ l . , . . ~ ........ (.;~><..o1.1..-st> ~ ·" H....t. v ,, .. . . 1.. • · · ~ ~ 
Wi tr1 tren1u1.01.is eade11ce. s low j a.nd bring 
The e ternal note of sadness ino 
The w·o ..... d u ~traits ~! in +~e:. ~- i1-4 ·~·1 lj 1"'1 .. ~ me~n:, ·t"ne Engl~sh 
• J. V . . . •,./ .• . . { "-' •..I f. 1. .l. A l . . . ..;, .. · . .,- 0 0 ,  
Channel, between Dove r and Franceo The ooint neares t to France on 
.... 
the south-east coast of En~land is Dover Beacho 
"- ~· 
T'he position is 
clearly marked on an ordina r y globe or wall map - a nd e very aspirant 
to matriculation should verify i te Not e in particul ar the word 
... 
"fli11g" l.n line ten. What do tl1e 1111aves do? They FLING the pebbles, 
· ~ 
} 
1 
" 
i 
t' 
. 
just as boys fling stones o The stones and pebbles are helplesso 
Mus t man t 0 0 b A a v in t 1 m 0 f ;'°1) ~ .,..~c ' ., ITl s· +-a Y'I c '° s-'I ~ ' _,, - \...• .L 1 ..... l _, J_ .&.. ._'\ - - \J .... ¥ J.. J. • ·~ • .• 
The second of the four sta:r1zas follOt*VS: 
r~.r:" h1 11nar·1 rr· ·i .::; ~ -~·~;r 0 '{ ~Y.;'). 
-..I - ·-'I. c - 1 ..... ·- · t:. ... ~; .l l'!I "-·· 
F' ind •'":I ., I' ... 0 4 i"' ·~-· l-- "' ,..., 0 l 1 '1·1d· "' _._ho· t 1 cr"'n +-
. ~. -A-)..) . ..L .._ .l v LU::; ~ . A.J. c." f.., · ~~=·- v I 
Hear i ngY' i 4 - ').)Ir +-. ·i--'1 ~ ~~ j '~ _..,, t ~1·1 ·t , ~n nr~ :- i... I!"~ "'"')'1 .. ., · . ·' . 0 i... <J ~ ...... _ ...L ..... L .J_ .;::) cA. , •• _ ._, '-' r J. '-·' i.. ... ~ seao 
So:pl1ocles lived ce·nttiries before t 1 e Christian erao He 
was a famous tragic poet of ancient Greece ; and his great tragedies, 
dealing with "the turbid ebb a1·1a fl o:.v of h.u.ma.:n rn.ise1'by,n ha.ve never 
been surpassedo Iv'la tthew knew C·nce more, turn 
to a. map to locate the L\egea.n whic.h J ]_es 1Jetween Gree ce and P ..sia 
Minoro 
Matthew Arnold had religious doubts: 
·-
the common concention 
.Lo 
of Christiani ty bothered him o H :. i:.-.. ~, r ~ Y) ·n ~ C"J ,.::I~ v a -1 c s,...., ... "f 1~c.1 1 t1r1 • L(., '~ '· ' lf\! J . .L.:. ~ ...1. 1,:i \....l.1.,...._ . • _), ,::,) (,..1 ..l 0 . L~ o 
... 
r:- I"\ o L ' :::." e· a ;''") r -;· r-l 1 y- ~.., 0 C , .. ..:.. .!. I_,,. j.. V L J. 
i-~i as once , P_ .. t.·. t, .r.1e'.;\. f..,, '-·, 1 °11d ro'ur.1c':1 • 4 ¥ • .. 1..A.l .. . 9 t'J • • • ' .• ·.l. 
T.ay -.Li l0 kA ~}}P ·1P,o· ~\~l~ ~· . ~ •0 . . · . 
..i...( - ,_,, .• J ~ _, ".. • . - ·I,_., .;., ;:::~ ~·r l.s: l"ll a~· l .o ~--: - - . ' •-' 
FJutA nc·-,.., I r~ n·' ... ~ r1 1°'.':',.r~yJ 
· i ~v ... ) .. . Ly - 1.:;c:4 .:. 
ea.rth vs 
sr1ore 
f11rl 'd; 
I -'-L, ~ lTiiC:l 1 8'Y1eh 10., ··:r· "; r-)•) er Ti.l J: -t- h":1--aw i ng -nc)ar 
- ....... ....... • ... ... • .. .. " -'- ,,Y ~ .J... l. .I ..l.. " t:".::-· j "v l . \,1 ~ ~- - .I. ' .I. ~ ' ' 
Bet r Ra ti ~n-- ~- .-. +· }·1 ·~ 'o·r,c,)a' t. "t1 J _ ,, J.. t:_, ,J'\. ./ l.J .:. \,...• , ..,, . v •. 
Of the nigh t~~vind d own. tl1e vast edges d.r'ear 
.An d naked sh]_:1g-l.e s of the worl.d o 
\. .... · 
In line ·?8 the wor'd "~i·,~ ·1·,...1cr-··ir::. ·~H rrJ 0 ~YiJ ·:~1 } · . 0 ac-b· s+- onAc 
· · - . ·· .,; /:.... J . . . .) . :..') .1. j ..J.. J. 1-..::, ,..L • • ..,,. '~ l. , C..1 i;:...., ,1, .l. 1.....1 iJ \:...,. _, l l.1 .I •• ; L;) o It 
should be noted that this stanza underlines the association between 
faith a:r1d l.igbt 0 The opposite is doubt and darkness o 
11.ne of the tr11rd sta.nza beglns w·ith a most sj_&:r1lfica11.t "But no 
Pushed. to its lc)gical conclusic>11, t1·1e thought i.s, once fa.itl1 is 
gone~ darkness takes the place of lighto 
The fourth stanza brings a change of metaphoro Arnold calls 
to his love for trutr1 and fai.thfulness as the only real foundation 
for life; and he speaks of the calm scene before them as an illusionP 
the reality of which is the •~ na ked shi11g1es n which merge into the 
"darkling plain n ~ whi le th.e ~vmela:(1cho ly r; long 9 withdrawing roar" 
becomes tr1e nconfused ala r~ms of struggle and flight 0 u The pupil 
should note the sound patter n here: the harsh collision of 
consona.n ts in the last two 1i1ttE3S ;S.1J.pports the battle imageo 
Ah 9 lovej let us oe true 
'I'o or1e a.r1ot her" ~ for tl'le world. ~ which seems 
To lie before us like a land of dreams~ 
So various 9 so beautiful, so new~ 
Hath really :neither joy·1' nor love 9 nor light 
Nor certi tude~ nor peace~ nor help for pain; 
And we are here a s on a darkling plain 
Swe p t t41 itr1 conf1; sea_ ala.rms of struggle and. flight~ 
'LT}1e-rao ~ t'r'l··1r,vr. - ·..,.., l~ ~..'.:11>''1-ffi.{ ,., ~ "°" lr-i Sh by night V.IJ _ ._ •,_,. . .I.. t:! .. J.. .,. '.._. · .I. •::A .'. .! Iv t:::-A. ~. ···• J_ C ~ v C4. ... o 
·~ ..... 
2o What is the poetus proble m? 
3~ (a) What is the mood of this poem? 
(b) What solution does Arnold offer for the predicament 
of his wo rld? 
(c) Do you think his solution is a valid one? Explain o 
40 110 wha.t does tl1e r)oet C()nt r as t 91 the sea of faith o o o 
at the full? Explain the referenceo 
t 
= 5 = 
MY LAST DTJCHESS 
Thatws my last Duchess painted 
Looking as if she were aliveo 
That piece a wonder 9 now ~ Fra 
Worked busily a day ~ and there 
on the wa11 9 
I call 
Pandolf 9 s hands 
she s t andso 
w111ut please you sit and look at her? I said 
9 Fra Pand.olf 0 by design~ foz~ never read 
Strangers l i ke you her pictured countenance~ 
The depth and passion of i~s ear nest glance 9 
But to myself they turned ~sinc·e none puts by 
The curtain I have drawn for you 9 but I) 
And seemed as they would. ask me 9 if they durst 9 
How such a glance came there ; so 9 not the first 
Are you to turn and a sk thuso Sir 9 rrtwas not 
Her husbana us presence only 9 called that spot 
Of joy into the Duc hess u cJ1eek ~ perhaps 
Fra Pa~dolf c hanced to say ~ 0 Her mantle laps 
Over my lady vs \"Jr is t too ml.!Ch ~ u or 0 Pa.int 
Must never hope to re~produce the faint 
H.g_lf =-flusr1 t ha.t d.ies along her thr.o_at ~ v such stuff 
~~las eourtesy 9 she t l1ou gh t 9 and cause enough 
For calling up that spo t of joy o She had 
A heart '""" how shal l I say? ·:= too soon made glad~ 
Too eas ily 1.mpr essed ~ sr1e liked wha t ever 
She looke d on 9 and her looks went everywhereo 
Sir 9 u t was al l one! fv1y favor a t r1er t'reastD 
The dror)111r1g of' tl1e daylight 1.n. tl1e West 9 
'.rhe bougr1 of cherrles son1e off le ious fool 
Broke in the orchard for her 9 the white mule 
Sl'1e ·rode with r"Ol1nd the ter~race ~ al l and each 
Would draw from her alike the approving speechg 
Or blt.1 sh ~ at least o She thanked men 9 ·= good l but thanked 
Somehow = I know not how ~ as if she ranked 
My gift of a r1ir1e=hundred =ye.ars <=old name 
With anybody 0 s gift o Who qd stoop to blame 
This sort of t rifling? Even had you skill 
In speech - (which I have not ) ~ to make your will 
·~·ui te c1ea.r t ( ) sucr1 P.n on e 5) and say u fJust this 
Or that in you disgusts me; here you miss 9 
Or there ex c eed cl1e mark" co=> and. if she 1 et 
Herself be l essoned so 9 nor plainly set 
He r wits to yours 9 forsooth 9 0nd made excuse~ ~ E 0 en then would be some stooping ; and I choose 
Never to stoopo Oh sir 9 she smiled ~ no doubt~ 
iilhene 0 er I passed. he r'; but who passed without 
Much the s ame smile? Thi s g~ew ; I gave commands; 
Then all smj.les stopped togethero There she stands 
As if aliveo Wi11 °t plea se you rise? wew11 meet 
- 6 -
The company below then. I repeat, 
The Count your master 1 s known munificence 
Is ample warrant that no just pretence 
Of mine for dowry will be ~ isallowed; 
Though his fair daughter's ~elf, as I avowed 
At starting, is my objecto Nay, we'll go 
Together down, sir. Notice Neptune, thougr1, 
Taming a sea-horse, thought a rarity, 
Which Claus of Innsbruck cast in bronze for me! 
TYPE OF POE~I: This composition is known as a Dramatic Monogogue, 
in other words, a particular type of little play - one of Browning's 
favorite forms. 
The Scene: an upstairs room in the castle of an Italian 
The Time: 
nobleman in Ferrara, a town in Northern Italy. 
the Renaissanceo About the close of the period 
known as the Middle Ages, there was a rebirth or 
revival of interest in literature and the arts. 
The Speaker: the Duke of Ferrara. 
The Listener: the personal represent ative of a count whose 
daughter's qualifications for marriage with the 
Duke are being discussed. 
In a monologue ('mono' is a combining form me aning tone', 
as in the word monoplane - a plane v1ith a single engine) one 
person is speaking, not however as in a soliloquy, but to an 
audience of one or more personso The presence of one or more 
listeners is evident from the words and actions of the speaker; 
J 
.. 
' 
•• 
< 
- 7 -
and indeed is necessary for the development of the poemo There 
is drama when what the speaker says or does becomes vivid, movings> 
because character is then revealedo Drama is a word which means 
actionj and at least two persons are 1nvolvedo Therefore, by virtue 
of suggestion, the monologue takes on the a.spect of a. little play 
produced on a stageo Here there is one listener - the personal 
representative of a count 9 sent to arrange the details of a second 
marria.ge. 
FORM OF POEM: 
--------------
"My Last Duchess Ii~ a poem of only flfty .... six 
linesp is fashioned from heroic coupletso The word 8 couplet' comes 
from the Latin 'copulav si meaning bond(t .A. cou~plet consists of two 
consecutive lines 9 usually rhyming, and usually of equal syllabic 
length. When the sense is completedj the couplet is said to be 
closedo The adjective vheroicv indicates the kind of couplet used 
in the composition of epic poetry, in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. The heroic couplet was written in iambid pentameter 
measure, and the two lines were required to express a complete 
thought~ with a subordinate pause at the end of the first lineG The 
names of Pope and Dryden were pa·rticularly· ider1tified ·with t he heroic 
coupleto 
It may be mentioned. that a persc;n might rea.d ul\'1y I_,ast Duchess n 
without being aware of rhyme o The lack of emphasis at the of 
the lines of this poem renders it close to blank verse 1 as in 
"Ulysses" o This effect is a.ccomplished by what the French call O\ter -
flow - the running on of the sense from one line to another, a device 
so dear to the heart of Milton a 
J 
• 
... 
• 
• 
l o 
2o 
J. 
9 
.. 
Give three e .xamples from the poem sho";.;1ir1g; hov.r 11 ttle the 
duchess valt1ed the fa.·v·or of :nerb l.ord o 
What f- lr1 P. '-' 1 ..I. . _,, d ~ · ·r VP u .. ... ).. -.,, ex pe c. t h 1. s 11 e x t :N l f e to nossess? 
..L. qu.ali ties 
Expla in: 
r\JQ eX pl ~ C i t. L.:J ~ ·" '' ,..,, ... ,.~ S: ., .... ·'-·. ]0 ,,..\ ••. _,., - f +· ;,,.l .... .Ji l ' 1 :- l..._ !.. 2.. .., _l c ; .... , i"' . .,,, J.. ,_) 1... '-./ .:. .\. 1....,1 . i..• !. t.:?. f • . r • ..{ .b •. r:; 
... 
·1v· 
. . A J. 
Wha t implicit descriptjon is given? 
Was 
name 
the young duchess 
of her husba11d ? 
'\ DY ,_ v r1l}:i.e-t1t1r.1d.rea .,..years-old' 
6 o In what ways d.id. tb~~ woma-:n a :1sple8. Sf~ her hu.s1)and? 
9. 
1 0. 
llo 
1 2 . 
Do you bla.me 
Jrour answer o 
the d.tic·hess f -,.-~ V-1 ..,,.,, ~ ... 1. ri • n \ . ).. .~ .. e :.. ~,.I onu..u,._, t; .( 
Ho\11 do you th:lnk he punished .. "" h~i·~ l 6- .t. .,_; • 
Poirlt Out t·:he· ~ -1~1~1er ~ 4 ~~ .. ,, v L. }. 1. ·" . . . v .1. '~';.. J. tltle 
u !ViJ' I.Ja st Dtic hes s " o 
Compare 11 f1y Last J)uct1ess n wlth jf 'J ·2· v·m· on?i ~ a ·~""' ,..,. ..Y & ~_..i..). ~"- J.. Q 
fvlen.t~ lol'.1 t hree to 
r : l. ·1 i ·' ;::l. ·:--:· 'if'"\ ·,"'l 
... ·- · A ~~ .. · ... ~· ' .. .A. .... • .. ~L ... 
r°"tiv 
...  r . e 
8.l1d 
reaSC)TIS for 
. ., 
.,.. ""L -~ 
""'J . . v selection 
t ~ ':\ E· e·,-, '!'.:i 1 ~ s a111"b (.::.\ - L J. ( ,, ..I. • J_ H_.I. ~..- -. .• J '-' o 
as 
111 
ill the poern 1 r1r1umar1 e~got ism? 
L 1' 1 t lf.J na "' p()S Si.bl e 
w· ~a.r· t lrl .-. 1") r en ° d 
.L J. l .. <:1. "- .. ) _, ........ 
.4. l. 
·t' -.""\ '*- 'k1 e 
.I '> .l t : ... 
Wi th:ln 100 word s 
rvT c·,D· E·r ! .. 1 .I · J " •. J 
Bot·h .t-:l~ -~ , . (:.;,i J.. ..... ,, r )oems ·bu t 
. r... 
mo11ologue , tt1e 
S~nelley 9 
poets cf 
did not 
, "~ r +- A 1"'~ 
.! . C t · . .J 0 _ _, .• o 
· ~ -. 
!·111"" Ct., o nd ;,~J J.. l E.".> .J... ·~.A . • .• . 9 
the 
• y ' 
'0.1..lOtiqn 
r·r1 -~ o .. l,1 .. ,..., . ,, .. 1.H C 1 .t l .. i 
l r i 
.. 
~-- L:,.\ 
, ... )\... .. t f" ~ ·1·· ~ rr"l P:... . .. ~. I ._.., .1.  
'-...... ... 
T"O 
'·' . 1.lileS 
( . , 1 {-1 n t'"' ~ •· c: n l ~ .Pe ) ';.A V ~ . ·,... ·. ,I .('.\. ~) .. . _._ ..a. J. o 
t') r '"' 0 P 1 11g ,, .. , ~ .. ,.Je ,.J , ... __ .:._ c. 
, .... 
·1 ~ -f' p, r·i I..,, 
- ·· J . .i.. ....... v 
quarter of that centurye 
centt1ry 
T'hp 
. -J sonnet, ....... f ·v . 
four~teen ' • I !::\ 1 i -Vl 1 __ J... e,. 
lengtho 11 IV1y .,.. . .Last 
number of t he ... J. ·-' S "")·n ·,·1p t I.. • A "••' 0 
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llo (a) The discovery of Greek and Roman classical manuscripts, 
lost since the fall of Rome - a thousand years before ! 
(b) 
( c) 
The invention of printing, which gave ri.se to a plentiful 
supply of bookso 
. 
The discovery of America o 
12. The duchess was a charming person. She enjoyed life o To a 
rich sunset or a little compliment, to a doc ile animal or a 
word of admiration, she would respond with a lovely smileo The 
duke disapproved of such responses. He regarded his first wife 
as a mere possession. He thought that for~ her to be h1.s wife -
a Duchess - was sufficient happiness; and therefore she should 
have felt and shown pleasure in no other person or thing ! 
The duke was cold, impassive, and proud. His actions 
chilled. his wife's heart, and so she sought warmth elsewhere, 
but only in the beauty of nature and the klndnes s of common 
peopJe. 
140 ·The first thought tha.t comes to ml nd is tha t t h e d uke had his 
wife put to deAth. Another possibility is tha t he had her 
confined to an institution o There is no clear a nswer in the 
poem as to what happened to the duche s s o 
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150 Robert Browning was ·a nineteenth century poet of England, 
I ~ I lf a n•• a corccempo1")a.r·~y o! 1\. l"e . .t·enn:vson. Browning's poetry is 
fa.med for thoughto He a1)peals to those wl'10 regard vltality 
and s t rength i n poetry B S of greater worth than the lyric 
beauty 1n a poem. In this respect he differs from Tennyson, 
who ·was nn..ts 1.cal in what he wrote, and who wrote to please 
Th. 1~ stt.1c1y· of the hl1ma11 soul f .Asclna tea. Browning o Consequently, 
he ana.l .ysed. 1.t and related his experienees w1th such success 
as, somet.1utes, to approa.ch .Shakespeare himself o His philosophy 
was: life is to be faced boldly, not evaded. Certainly, 
BrcYnning i'las an OJ)timlst. tJever~ did r1e doubt, "clouds would 
break n. 
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(f) outstanding deb t so In other wordss all the pain that a 
ma·n might fairly have expected to suffer in life, but 
missed.. Browning tr1inks that life gave him more than he 
dese:rved o 
(g) Reference to t he belief that the soul at the moment of 
separation from the body 1s the object of a struggle 
t)e t weer.t tr1f~ angels ~ w~hose office is to i)ea_r away the freed 
spir?lit ( IJt1ke x\~Yl 9 22) and the powers of darkr1es s in their 
fina l a ssaul t on man 8 s soulo 
(h ) Re ference is t o Eliza.bethj) the poet 0 s wifeo 
2~ Browningas rugged monosyllables achieve tremendous power and 
dr i v eo The poem opens with a spondaic footo The spondee is 
rare in English poetryo It is usually composed of two 
monosyllab ic word s which create a heavy impressiono 
Tr1e 1am·bi c a~nd. tl1e a.napestic foot a1~e muc.h used throug~hout 
the noem$ The ananest has the stress on the last of its 
~ ~ 
three syllebl eso This has the effect of a strong climactic 
b· l OW ~ -~X r:i rr1 ·~"\ ""j ~::. "' - ..._,_, CJ . ._ u ..l .._, " 
...L 
.Est~~t Q~L2 I to; f~~l ·; tl1e fgg ,/ in my 1-11r.oa~ I 
'The !Jll§,i I in my f 8£~ I 
1'F101~ suclder1 tl1e wo:rst turns the best to the brave" is a 
splena t el lir1e 41 The t l1ougl1t 1.s tl1a t through endurance 
comes tr~1.tirr1pr1 y so tr1at bra.ve:ry commands victory o This 
may b e taken as the moral of the poemo 
In t he closing lines, as the tumult of the storm c6mes to 
an e 11d 9 the soft ~ raelod iou.s sounds of the v~1 n u.nderli.ne 
tL1a~ deat}1 i~s~ ~ 0~~ 
, ..,1 !. '-..,· .• · .. ~ · L .l '··" .&, ( ., o 
HOME~TI:!OUGH1S 9 FROM ABROAD 
Oh~· to be in England 
Now that Apr11us therej 
And whoever wakes in England 
!"'"I ~ees, some morning~ unawarej 
That the lowest boughs and the brush~wood sheaf 
Round the elm~tree bole are in tiny leaf~ 
While the chaffinch sings on the orchard bough 
In England -= now g 
And after April 9 when May follows 9 4na the whi tethroa t builds 9 and all the swallows ! 
Hark~ where my blossomed pear-tree in the hedge 
Leans to the field and scatters on the clover 
Blossoms and dewdrops ... at the bent sprayu s ed.ge ~ 
Thatus the wise thrush; he sings each song twice over 9 
Lest you should think he never could recapture 
The first fine careless rapture ! 
. And though the fields look rough with hoary dew~ 
All will be gay when noontide wakes anew 
The buttercups ~ the little ch1ldren 9 s dower 
= Far brighter tha.n this gaudy melon-flower ! 
When Browning wrote this poem 9 he was in Italy as the last 
line showso He was thinking of home because April in England is 
a charming month o When a person away from home becomes nostalgic 9 
the smallest detail ta.kes on great importance o 
In this lyric Browning describes the scenery of England in 
spring 9 with marked simplicity and freshnesso His images are 
truly a delight ; and the poem has added charm in that it appears 
to have been written wi t hout effort = as if the words just fell 
from the poet 0 s peno 
The fact that this poem appears in the Grade XI anthology 
is rather significant o You will recall that the same poem 
appeared in the elementary syllabuso However 9 as pupils 9 know-
ledge of poetry increases and they develop deeper awareness of 
its imagery~ they are able to examine it more closelyo For 
J 
' 
.It 
! 
• 
• 
• 
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example, in t~e lines, 
That the lowest boughs and the braush-tArood sheaf 
Round the elm-tree bole are j.n t1.ny leaf~ 
the concentrated image 11 t1r·t~shwood sr1eaf 11 ls ·pc·or l:/ reAltzed if it ls 
passed over quicklyo w,, a.- a th ~ t s 0 shP~ f ) i t II) rly J e po'-J u.~ e ~ J. -~ c .. __ • vJ11y did he use 
"brushwood"? In a. second read:lng- the teacher shoul d pause to repeat 
• . .. 
u sheaf" in a questlc)n:tng tone of voice" So wi tl1 nb '.rushwood '' o 
Sometimes tt is possible to 1ntroduce befo:rer1and into 
language work unfam1lier words to come up~ say next week, in the 
poetry lessone To say this is to presuppose that the teacher 
prepares the work and knows what 8 s coming o Indeed there is no 
substitute for preparation! Such a word as "bole'i is easily taught 
and easily remembered in this way~ However, this method is 
a rti.f ic lal ~ [ind ::;;hotlld be 1.lsed s·pa rlng1y o I11 th t s T)Of3n1 l t is good, 
but 1 t would not be good everywhere 0 For examrjle ~ it wo11ld. hardly 
d.o for the "symrnetry·n of William Blake's tlgero 
Bole is one detailo Another detail tha -author describes 
• 
is the pear-blossom falling from the leaning treeo Then there 
are other particular tokens of spring, namely birdso Of the birds 
me· ntiOTIAd i·r1 t ·'"n· 8 C 0 -:: .. rt i h d ti t " "ne r:. !'& t! <) ~ _ p ) ,..., m , ~v 11 c one oe s . 11 e ·po e .; · "· ·· ., 
chaffinch. This bird is noted for its cheerful songo 
--- the chaffinch sings on the orchard bough 
In Engls.nd - now ! 
..... 
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Agsin, notice how exactly the poet says two things about 
the thrush o Where does he s 1 t? "ft .. t the bent spray's edge u o And 
how does he sing? 
he sings each song twice over ~ 
Lest you should think he never could recapture 
The first fine careless rapture ! 
The song of the thr&sh is spontaneous - natural; and so it just 
spills from himo The bird proves that his singing is no fluke 
because his second performance is a perfect echo of the firsto 
The student will note that as the poet becomes excited 
thinking of home, he crowds more syllables into a lineo Here the 
poem moves more rapidly, as in lines 14 and 150 On the other hand~ 
the rhythm in some parts of the poem slackens in tempoo For 
example, in line 8 there are only three words: 
In England - now ! 
Such poetic device is used to draw particular attentiono 
The three words of line 8 indicated the vividness of the picture 
back home: In Engla.nd - now ! For a. brief moment the poet imagines 
he's back, and he longs to 11ngero The reader ~ sensing an under~ 
tone of sadness, pauses before · "now"; then holds the word as a 
musician holds his noteo 
Finally, the poet's thoughts are soon brought back to 
reality as he notices the coarse~ highly~coloured melon~flowero 
He shows his dislike for this flowero It is not gay like the 
English buttercupo The d.ash at the beginning of the last line 
helps to accentuate a great burst of emotion on the part of the poeto 
.. 
• 
t 
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QUESTIONS: 
1. llicplain: 0 unavJarell, · line ·4; UgheafU, line 5; "bole 11 , line 6; 
u1ook roug.b.", line 17; and ndo1ver", line 19. 
2. Comment on uoh,. ·to be in England! u 
3. What is the mood of t .his poem?· 
4. When a person j_s far from home, for w.hat sights and sounds 
does he long?. In your answer, imagine you are such a person. 
5. Can you give several reasons. why springtime is a favourite 
subject for poems? 
MODEL ANSi/lERS 
1. uunav.1are 0 : 
11 Sheafll! 
nbole '1 : 
m1expectedly o 
group or cluster of saplings round the trunk of 
t .he elm tree. 
trunJ:e or stem of a tree. 
u1ook rougr111 : thick and shaggy because of the dew. 
Ud0TN8r It! a gift W.hiCh t .he Children l0V9 • 
2. "Oh, to be in En.gla.YJ.d ! u is an exclamatory sentence, abbreviated. 
This form is more suitable here then nHow I would wish to be 
in England:u or nr wisl1 I v1ere in .England! 0 
' I 
/ 
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THE DESTRUCTION OF SENNACHERIB 
._.._ _........._..._....,_,_ ....,_ 
The dramatic story of Sennacherib is based on an event that 
took place six centuries before the birth of Our Lord: the 
destruction of an Assyrian armyo Sennacherib was king of Assyria 
from 705 to 681 BoCo With an army of 185~000 sold1ers 9 he invadedj 
in the year 701~ the kingdom of Judah~ over which King Hezekiah 
ruledo The whole invading army was killed in camp during the night 
- not by the sword or by any act of man~ but by an angel of the 
Lordo 
r'And it cam·e to pa.ss that night~ that a.n angel of the Lord 
came, and slew in the camp of the Assyrians a hundred a.nd eighty-
f i ve thousando And when he arose early in the morning, he saw all 
the bodies of the deado" (4 Kings~ 19:35) 
The story of Sennacherib takes on added stature at Byronas 
telling o In this poem the author uses comp·arisons of one thing 
to a.nether, to make the pie tures more vivid o He compares the 
invading army of Assyrians to a wolf raiding the sheepfoldo Notice 
the vividness of the imagery and the music in this action poemo 
Many pictures stand out prominently~ as, for example, "The sheen 
of their spears was like stars on the sea.on Have you ever stood 
near a body of water and seen the reflection of starlight on the 
surface stirred. by a slight breeze? If so, you should appreciate · 
Byron's picture of the Assyrian spearmeno 
Really it was the army, not Sennacherib 9 that met with 
des true ti on. Years later 1 he wa.s slain by two of his own sons, 
a.s he was worshipping in the temple of Nesrocr1, his god o 
a 
• 
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The Assyrian came down like the wolf on the fold, 
And his cohorts were gleaming in purple and gold; 
And the sheen of their spears was like stars on the sea, 
When the blue wave rolls nightly on deep Galilee. 
"The Assyrianu in the opening line of the poem means 
Sennacheribo The king was often indicated by the name of the 
c·ountry he ruled. A cohort is a di vision of an. e.r·my ~ containing 
from three to five thousand men. Galilee is a sea or lake~ also 
known as the lake of Tiberias and the lake of Gennesareth~ It is 
about 13 miles long and 8 miles wideo Because of its situation 
among steep hills, it is subject to sudden stormso On its shores 
stood the city of Tiberias and the city of Capernaum 9 the latter 
.. 
being so much identified with Our Lord that it was known as His 
own city. This information is added to help the teacher who is 
anxious to enrich the lessono Notice the simile in the first line~ 
which is intended to electrify our attentiono 
Like the leaves of the forest when Summer is green 9 
That host with their banners at sunset were seen: 
Like tpe leaves of the forest when Autumn hath blown, 
That host on the morrow lay withered and strowno 
The word "strown" means "sca.ttered rr ·or "strewn no The 
contrast here is striking. Cne image shows trees la.den with 
leaves, rich in their foliage; the other image portrays the same 
trees stripped of their leaves - bare ~ forlorno C1·vernight the 
might of the army was reduced to nothingnesso 
For the Angel of Death spread his wings on the blast, 
And breathed in the face of the foe as he passed; 
And the eyes of the sleepers waxed deadly and chill, 
And their hearts . but once heaved, and for ever grew still! 
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Stanza three enlarges stanza twoo We are told here what 
happened to the soldiers: the Angel of Death - a common metaphor 
""" came~ bringing death to the sleeperso The word "blast" may refer 
to the sirocco, a hot j dust-la.den wind from the Libyan deserts~ 
blowing towards Syria and other countriesG A map showing Libya, 
North-East Africa, and the eastern part of the Mediterranean and 
the Holy Land will help in putting over the lessono 
And there lay the steed with his nostril all wide, 
But through it there rolled not the breath of his pride; 
And the foam of his gasping lay white on the turf, 
And cold as the spr ay of the rock-beating surf o 
At this point the pupils will probably recall Browning's 
"How They Brought The Good Newsno 
And there la.y the rider dis tarted and pale, 
With the dew on his browj and the rust on his mail: 
And the tents were all siler1t - the ba11ne1-as alone -
The lances unlifted -- the trumpet un.blown o 
The fifth stanza opens on the echo of the fourth : And 
there lay the steed ~ And there lay the ridero This is a good 
instance of parallelismo 
And the widows of Ashur are loud in t r1ei r wail~ 
And the idols a r e broke in the temple of Baal; 
And the might of the Gentile, unsmote by the sword, 
Hath melted like snow in the g lance of the Lord l 
Ashur is the ancient name of Assyriao Ba.al wa.s one of the 
Assyrian godso The Gentile is Sennacherib himself j represented in 
hi All th A 1 ldi h th "The idols are s armyo ' e ssyr an so ' ers were ea en o 
broke" means that the P ... ssyrians broke their idols out of spite 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
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because of their defeato The phrase "unsmote by the swordn 
indicates that the death of the soldiers was caused by a force 
over which man has no controlo 
The repetition of uand" at the beginning of many lines 
throughout the poem gives the effect of much to tell that is 
excitingo The frequent use of "andi' is common in nursery stories, 
and children love the wordo It is to be hoped that interest is 
not wanting hereo 
11 The Destruction of Sennacheribn is said to be the finest 
sacred poem in the whole range of English literatureo Its rhythm 
is very pronouncedo In the early years of a pup11us life 9 it is 
rhythm that means most in poetry - simple rhythm 9 and the rhythm 
of this poem is certainly an attractive jingle ! The pattern is: 
Ti ~t1~1um~ t1 ~ti=1u.m~ ti~ti~1~ffi 9 ti ~ti ~~UIDo This threemsyllable 
foot is known as anapest~ sometimes spelled. ~0 anapaest" 9 the first 
two syllables being short~ and the third 9 longo Occasionally poets 
interject a foot differing from the usual or predominant~ for the 
sake of effecto 
lo How many distinct pictures can you locate in the poem? 
2o What contrast is set forth in stanza two? 
3o How does Byron crea te the impression that the Angel's power 
was mysterious and overpowering? 
40 Find one instance of where sound echoes senseo 
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BEFORE WATERLOO 
There was a sound of revelry by night~ 
And Belgiumvs capital had gather~a. then 
Her Beauty and her Chivalry 9 and bright 
The lamps shone over fair women and brave 
A thousand heart·s beat happily ; and when 
Music arose with its voluptuous swell, 
Soft eyes look 0 d love to eyes which spake 
And all went merry as a marriage bell ; 
But hush ! hark ! a deep sound strikes like 
men· ~ 
again 9 
a rising knell l 
This is the first stanza of the poem "Before Waterloo"~ an 
extract from the long poem "Childe Harold 0 s Pilgrimage"~ supposed 
to describe the experiences of a young Englishman making a tour of 
Europeo The poem was written two years after the battle of Water-
loo (1815) and at this particular moment he was standing on the 
site of the famous battleo Here the poet describes the ball given 
by the Duchess of Richmond 9 wife of t~he British ambassador SI on the 
night of June 15 ~ before the two battles of Quatre Bras and Water-
looo The Battle of Waterloo~ in which Napoleon was finally crushed 9 
came two days after the encounter at ~uatre Bras 9 the event described 
in the poemo 
EXPLANATIONS: 
------------
Line 1: a sound of revelry ~ the ball was in full swingo 
u 
u 
tt 
2: Belgium 9 s capital ~ Brusselso 
4: fair women and brave men - the British officers and 
their wives stationed in Brusselso 
9: hush ! hark ! =- the sound of the faraway cannon is heard o 
.. 
• 
• 
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Did ye not hear it? - No ; utwas but the wind~ 
Or tr1e car rattling o'er the stor1y street; 
On with the dance! let joy be unconfined: 
No sleep till morn 9 when Youth and Pleasure meet 
To chase the glowing Hours with flying feeto -
But hark~ that heavy sound ·breaks in once more, 
As if the clouds its echo would repeat; 
And nearer, clearer~ deadlier tr1an ·befor~e ! 
Arm ~ arm 2 :l t ls ~ j_ t is ..,., t.he cannon.us opening ~roar ! 
EXPLANATIONS: 
Line 10: Did ye not hear~ 1 t? ..... the suctden a.nxiety of the crowd 
as they listen ~ and their pitiful self~assurance that 
it was merely an ordinary soundo 
It 
It 
12: On with the dance ! let joy be un.confined; - a line 
often quoted, and worth rememberlngo 
14: To chase the glowing Hours with flying feet - to get 
as much pleasure as possible from every fleeting memento 
18: Arm ! arm ! «= the excitement as they ·realize they face 
waro 
Within a T~indcrw'd r1i.~he of~ that high h a l l 
Sate Brunswick us fa.ted cr1ieft a.ln.; he did . . h.ear 
That sound the first amidst the festival 9 
And caught 1 ts tone wi tr1. Dea.th.vs prophetic ea.r .~ 
And when they smiled because he deem ud it near, 
His heart more truly knew that peal too well 
Which stretch 0 d his father on a ·bloody bier, 
And roused the vengeance blood a l ong could quello 
He rush'd into the fieldj and ~ foremost fighting fello 
EXPLAN.ATIONS: 
...... ____ ·- - w-c.---
Line 20 ~ Brunswick us fated. cl1ieftain -- \-Jillia.m Fr·ederickj Duke 
II 
of Brunswick, a C:ferman pr i nce, was fighting for the 
E11glishe He was killed at ,~uatre Bra.sj as he led t ·he 
advanced guard. of Wellington~ s a.rmy· 0 Beca_use his father 
had been killed at the battle of Jena 1 nine years before, 
he felt a premonition that he too would be killedo 
22: Death 8 s prophetic ear - a foreboding of deatho 
25: bloody bier - bl.oodstained coffin~ 
26: vengeance blood alone could quell - Only the blood of 
tr1e enemy would a tone for his fatr1er vs death C) 
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Ah 2 then and there was hurrying to and fro, 
And gathering tears.9 and tremblings of distress, 
And cheeks all pale~ which but an hour ago 
Blush'd at the praise of their own loveliness; 
And there were sudden partings~ such as press 
The life from out young hearts~ and. choking sighs 
Which ne'er might be I"epeated: who could guess 
If ever more should meet those mutual eyea. 
Since upon night so sweet such awful morn could rise ! 
EXPLANATION: _ __,_, _ _.. ____ __ 
Line 35~ mutual eyes ~ eyes saying the same things to one anothero 
And there was mounting .. in hot haste: the steed, 
The mustering sq.uadron ~ and the clattering car ii 
Went pouring forward wi tl1 impetuous speed, 
And swiftly forming in the ranks of war; 
And the deep thunder peal on peal afar; 
And near, the beat of t he alarming drum 
Roused up the soldier ere t he morning star; 
While throng'd the citizens with terror dumbp 
Or whispering witt.i white lips =- "The foe ! They come! they come J . u 
EXPLANATIONS 
Line 
H 
" 
If 
37 ~ hot haste - extreme hurry 
39: impetuous speed - impulsive~ vehement speedo 
42: alarming drum - drum sounding the alarmo 
44: throng w d the c i tize:r1s ..... the people in the town were 
terrified. at the thoug~1t of the a.pproaching enemy, 
and so they· crowded the streets even before daylight. 
Last noon beheld them full of lusty lifej 
Last eve in Beauty v s circle ·p r oudly gay 9 
The midnight brought the signal~sound of strifep 
The morn the marshalling in a rms - the day 
Battle's magnificently stern array! 
The thunder~clouds close o 0 er it~ which when rent 
The earth is cover'd thick with other clay~ 
Which her own clay shall cover, heap'd and pent 9 
Rider and horse ... friend, foe, ~ in one red. burial blent ! 
- _....,__ .. 
. --- --·--- - - ·- -----
' 
' 
' 
• 
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EXPLANATIOi'JS: _.___ -----
Line 46: In this and the following lines is summarized the . whole 
storyo Note the contrast: life . at its best ·and life at 
its worst ... gayety and bloodshedo 
" 54: one red burial blent ~ the blood of friend and enemy ran 
together in a common graveo 
APPRECIATION: 
----- ----
Byron uses the Spenserian stanza, invented by Edmund Spenser, 
who used 1 t in "The Faerie Qlieen" 0 It rhymes: "abab, bcbcc", and 
consists of eight iambic pentameter lines, followed by one line of 
iambic hexameter, which effectively rounds off the long stanzao The 
rhythm is slow, majestic, in keeping with the solemn mood of the poemo 
There are several fine examples of im1tativ~ harmony, as in 
lines six and nine; and there is frequent alliteration, as in lines 
27 and 360 
Contrast is secured by the d.escrtption of the ball o Gradually 
the disturbing sound of war is 1ntroduced 9 culminating in the 
confusion of hurried departureo Though the actual fighting is not 
described, the student experiences th~ action of the battle as he 
reads stanzas five and sixo 
lo Contrast Brussels just before the battle with the scene 
afterwa.rds o 
2. What technique does Byron use in each stanza to point out 
and emphasize the thought? 
3o (a) Brunswick's fated chieftain: 
(b) u • ...d 
• • o o o o o wno couJ.. . guess 
If ever more should meet those mutual eyes, 
Since upon night so sweet such awful morn could rise". 
(c) Death's prophetic ear o 
4. Which do you consider the most exciting part of the poem? 
Explaino 
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AUTUMN 
October is the month in Newfoundland when the whole country-
side is in poetic moodo It is the month of coloro Nature is 
celebratingo The leaves of maples~ birchesp alders~ and a dozen 
other kinds, are strikingly colorfulo Indeed the beauty of autumn 
appeals to the artist with the brush as well as to the artist with 
. ... 
words ~ the poeto But it is with the poems which deal with autumn 
- -
in general~ and in particular with Miss Dickinson's charming idyllg 
that this brief article is concernedo Every school should attempt 
something appropriate to promote awareness among pupils and to 
develop the "seeing eye wa o In other wo1'&ds ~ tea.chers should join hands 
with poets to bring about a fitting responseo For example 9 the little 
vase of autumn leaves or1 a. teacher w s desk would reflect something 
of the spirit of the seasono Says Miss Dickinson: 
The morns are meeker than they were~ 
The nuts are getting brown; . 
The berryvs cheek is plumper~ 
The rose is out of towno 
The maple wears a gayer scarf, 
The field a scarlet gowno 
Lest I should be old~fashioned 9 
IVll put a trinket Ono 
In the opening line of this little poem - "The morns are 
-
meeker than they were~g - the author describes vividly the soft 
haze enveloping an autumn morningo Tl1e air is somewhat smoky si 
perfectly still and mo1.st~ while the sun shines plea$antly dimo 
In a happy mood~ too, Emily Dickinson is one with th-~ be~,ry, the 
rose, and the mapleo This is the cue 9 then~ for the teacher to 
call forth discussion about berries 9 roses 9 and maples, as tnese 
.t. 
• 
• 
t 
• 
• 
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come within the experience of the pupils in the class. Perhaps, 
also, some might derive a little more from the bountiful harvest. 
Poems should rarely be taught in isolation. Indeed, it is a sign 
of healthy interest when pupils refer to kindred poems, or bring 
poems to the classroomo 
A haze on the far horizon, . 
The infinite, tender sky, 
The ripe, rich tint of the corn-fields, 
.And the wild geese sailing hi~h -
And all over upland and lowland 
The charm of the golden-rod, 
Some of us call it Autumn, 
And others call it Godo 
THE AUTHOR: 
--------
Emily Dickinson (1830-1886) was born in Massachusetts, U.S.A 0 • 
She lived nearly all her life in the seclusion of her father's home, 
seeing few peopleo However, she was very active as a poet, for she 
wrote more than eight hundred poems, though during her lifetime 
only a small few were published. When years after her death her 
poems were published, Miss Dickinson became famous. 
QQ~~TIONS: 
. 1. 
J • 
Divide the first stanza into feet, showing clea.rly the heavy 
stresses in all four lineso 
Name and explain the figure of speech illustrated in 
uThe rose is out of townuo 
What is meant by trinket? 
4. Is the mood of this poem ambitious, restless, happy, or sad? 
5. Write a brief appreciation of the poem, dealing with theme, 
development, mood, imagery, and diction. 
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MODEL ANSWERS~ 
----.-.--- ... ...._. 
lo The morns I are meek I er than I they were I 
----- ---
The nuts I are gtl I ting brown I 
---
The ber I ryvs cheek I is 121.Y!!l~ I er 
-- ----------
The rose I is out I of 1Qmi/ 
--- --
2o Personificationo The line means that no rose is visible; 
t ·he roses t1ave all fa.ded and disappear·edo 
A personification is a kind of metaphor 1n which an inanimate 
object or abstract idea is represented as if 1t possessed the 
qualities of living beingsQ 
Jo A trinket is a brooch or similar ornament worn by women quite 
often~ and by men less frequentlyo 
4 o The mood is happy in keeping with the gayety of natureo Since 
Miss Dickinson does not wish to be considered "old-fashioned tt ·S) 
she must be r1appyo Ambitious.j) restless~ or sad would place 
her out of charactero 
• 
• 
APPRECIATION: 
------
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THE SNAKE 
A narrow fellow in the grass '-~ 
Occasionally rides; .· 
You may have met him, - did you not? 
His no~ice sudden iso 
The grass divides as with a comb~ 
A spotted shaft is seen; 
Jmd then it closes at your feet 
And opens farther ono 
He likes a boggy acre, 
A floor too cool . for corn, 
Yet when a child, and barefoot, 
I more than once 1 at morn, 
Have passed~ I thought, a whip-lash 
Unbra.iding in the sun, -
When, stooping to secure it~ 
It wrinkled, and was goneo 
Several of nature's people 
I know~ and they know me; 
I feel for them a transport 
Of cordiality; 
But never met this fellow 9 
Attended or alone, . 
~~ ithout a tighte1~ ·breathing~ 
And zero at the boneo 
In this poem Miss Dickinson describes the sudden appearance 
of a snake in a grassy placee The emphasis is on her emotional 
reaction at the sight of the .creatureo The poem portrays the 
author's intensity of feeling, e"go, "zet·o at the bonett; and her 
power of penetration, e.go, "it wrinkled, and was gone"o This is 
vivid language, and ·it is at the same time pleasingly economicalo 
lo Explain: "boggy", line 9; "whip-lash 0 , line 13; "unbraiding", 
line 14; and "cordialityn, line 200 
2. What details are there to suggest the poet's attitude 
towa.rds a snake? 
J. _Do you agree with the author's point of view, or not? Explaino 
APPREC IA.TI<)i'-J: 
--~ SMJ LL~~~~~ 
THE RAILWAY TRA.IN 
~..-- I-~_.._,..,._.,,., •.. -~. -
I like t b see it lap the milesv 
And lick the valleys upj 
And stop to feed itself at tanks; 
And then~ prodigious~ step 
Around a pile o f mountains, 
And, supercilious , peer 
In shanties ~by the sid.es of roads; 
And tl .. 1er1 a a t i.arr'", pa1'"5a. jj., l'lw'f - '-' 
To fit its sides, and crawl between, 
Complaining all the while 
In horrid , hooting stanza; 
Then chase itself down hil l 
Ana. ::neigh 1 ike B.:)anerges; 
Then 9 punctua l as a star ~ 
Stc>p .,,.. doe- ile and omnlpotent --
At i ts own stable dooro 
In her description of t he train? the author makes use of 
a greyhound, though in the last stanza the image would appear to 
be that of a horseo is in either case 
sharply reducedo As a miniature picture, the metaphor is apt 
because the greyhound is s lender and swift ~ a symbol of speed ! 
For her four-l i ne stanzas the author uses the iambic foot -
the sn1oothest of a l.l poetic f"eet ; and tl1e lir1es alternate between 
eight and six syll ables in le.ngt!-1" .For" the most pa_rt ~ tl1e diction 
is simple~ there b eing only a few words which call for particular 
attention : Hp r od lu er~ ,1"'\u~ n - ,_, .J. ,_, 1;;) • 
-..l . " 
H Boanerges n ~ a.nd perhaps 
uquarry " 0 Boanerges ·~1a. s the name C1ur Lord gave to the Apostles 
James and John, t wo sons of Zebedee 0 The word rnea.ns '~sons of thunder", 
·an appropriate title because of the young menus fiery zealo Ir1 the 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
i 
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context of the poem the word means "thunderin.g sound" o The imagery 
¥ • 
evoked by such words as "prodigious", "supercilious", ar~ "quarry", 
should be discussed and developed in classo The dictionary meaning 
is certainly not sufftciento Another word that might be considered 
in discussion is "stanz~", line llo It means "a pattern of sound"o 
~Q~STIONS: 
1. To what do you think the railway train is compared? 
2o Is there rhyme in this poem? 
J. What images are called to mind by the words "prodigious", 
"supercilious", "docile ... , and "omnipotent"? 
4. What is the significance of the word "compla.ining" in 
line 10? 
5·. With reference to the figure of speech in line 14, tell 
in what way stars are punctualo 
60 What do you consider most notable about the structure of this 
poem? 
7. Mention another poem about a railway traino 
80 Write a brief note on the author (100 words or so)o 
MODEL ANSWERS 
---
1 o The railway tra.ln seems to be compared to a greyhound, as 
the words "lap'' a.nd "lick", in the first stanza .~ suggest; 
as does also the word "crawl", line 9o However~ . by the 
use of "neigh" and "stable" in the fourth sta.nzaj the 
author does not appear to carry her figure through cons1stentlyo 
The image is now suggestive of a horseo · 
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2o The author uses in this poem what is known as consonance or 
para-rhyme. This occurs at the ends of lines two and four 
of each stanza. Consonance differs from assona.nce with its 
identity of vowel sounds. In consonance there is a matching 
of consonant sounds. In stanza one, then, the words "up" and 
"step" illustrate the consonant type of rhyme. The word.s "peeru 
a.nd "pa.re" are simila.rly matched in sta.nza twoo 
J. "prodigious" - a thing of extraordinary size; 
"supercilious" - an adjective which means "proud and haughty". 
This word is usually restricted to people, 
·and as used here to refer to the locomotive, 
the term lends humour; 
11 docilen - gentle, capable of being easily controlledo The 
engine is a disciplined mechanism; 
"omnipotent" - unlimited in power. 
4. As the train rounds a curve, the whistle is sounded to give 
warning o Hence, "complaining" 0 
5. It is said that sta.rs do not move at random, but ha.ve organized 
motion. Hence they are regular or "punctual"o 
6. The entire poem consists of only one sentenceo The single 
sentence suggests rapidity - onward rush - in keeping with 
the train's speed. In Emily Dickinson's day the train was 
the ultimate in speedo 
• 
• 
• 
, 
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THE ROAU NOT TAKEN 
In most cj.vilized countries there is a law which 
obliges boys a,n.d girls to attend school up to a certain ageo 
When that poi11t b.as been reached, when tl1e ·1aw i.s no longer 
applicable, the time has come for~ n1any pupils to make a decision -
the decision for some beir1g more importar1t and mo1'e pressing 
than for others$ The question may be the making of a choice 
between continuing in school and taking a job. The second half 
of the twentieth century stresses the importance of completing 
high school as the minimum point ir1 education from whicb. to 
. . 
enter the field of la.bar o Wha.tever the cb.oice, the per son's 
future must be affected for better or for worse. And once made, 
the choice can rarely be changed, except at considerable 
discomfort e 
Frost's poem opens with two roads, and since no man 
can travel both simultaneously, he makes his choice - a difficult 
one for him. The choice of roads is a figure0 Hence the image 
. must be extended to include any d j_·vergence where people are 
confronted with the making of an important decisiono In the 
light of new experience, t1ow ma.ny people are there who would 
have chosen differently if they had a.not her ct1ance - if somehow 
the ha.nds of the clock could be turned b.ack., But time keeps on! 
It never turns- backward, and opportunity once missed, is i--arely 
recovered. How important it is, then, for every student to think 
careful.l .. y -before 1na.king sucr1 a decision! !low i.n1portant to seek 
guidance from an older a·nd wiser nerson! 
... 
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Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 
And sorry I could not ti~a vel both 
And be one tra.veller·, long I stood 
And looked down one as far as I could 
To where it bent in the undergrowth; 
Tb.en took the other, as just as fair, 
~nd having perhaps the better claim, 
Because it was grassy and wanted wear; 
Though as for" th.at the passing there 
Had worn them really about the same c 
And both that morning equally lay 
In leaves no step had trodden black. 
Oh, I kept the first for another day! 
Yet knowing how way leads on to way~ 
I doubted if I should ever~ come ba.ck • .. 
I shall be telling this with a sigh 
Somewhere ages and ages hence: 
Two roads diverged in a wood , and I -
I too~ the one less travelled by, 
And that has made all the difference. 
QUESTICJN"S.: 
1. H 0 ,,,.1 can_ \,T c·)1.1 t ,~ ] _ ~, 1·1 l'i e +- l -, e~...... .... j.-, P, .-~. l.4 r1-1 -.. "" ...... , .ly:. 
- - ~ - f'J i. J .J ... 1 I ' .. ..... \,I L . . ,; ' · · l .l "- - - '· · ~= _! l.,'1, 
or ha,rd1 
2. Do you think the poet regretted the choice he made? 
easy 
3. In what two places in the poem is the season of the year 
indicated~ 
4. Have you ever heard 01~ read al~ out any man v1ho made a choice 
which he later regretted? 
5. Na.me two choices no'\v lying ahead of you, eacl1 of considera.ble 
merit, and give some a.1.,gument in favor of a decision. 
6. What js the theme of "Th.e Road Not Taken"'& 
7. Write a paragra.ph on the author. 
I 
.. 
• 
• 
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MODEL ANSWERS 
1. In stanza one we see that the poet wa.s "sorry'·' he -could 
not have both. His decision was not easy, for in his 
own words, "long I stood". 
2. He · r .egretted l1is choice, for in the last stanza he sa.ys: 
ur sha.11 be telling tl1is \.Vith a sightt C> 
3. The seasoti j._ s ai.1tumn, as ind ice.ted in v•yellovJ wood'-', line 1, 
and in "leaves no step had tr odd en.", line l2e 
7. Robert Ff ost v1a.s bo:r.n in San Francisco, California, in the 
year 187'+. Wher1 he was only ten yea.rs old he realized how 
hard life could· be, for that year his father diede His 
mother then returned to the family homestea.d. in Lawrence, 
l1a.ssachusetts, where the boy contin11ed in school for a few 
years. While ~till a young man, l1e tried many jobs -
teaching schbol, mending shoes, editing a newspaper, and 
farming . He later went to England, and while there he 
found success as a poet. In 1915 he retui--ned to America 
to find t1imself famous., Tt1ougt1 Frost graduated from no 
university, more than a dozen schools of learning have 
conferred degrees upon hime> 
• 
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BIRCHES 
The American poet, Robert Frost, wrote "Birches" in 1915, 
the year he returned from England. For a Canadian the subject 
of this poem, as the title indicates, is a simple one. Birch 
trees are well known· in Canadian nature. Indians used the bark 
of birch trees for covering their wtgwams. They used birch-bark 
also for the construction of canoes. 
FORM OF THE POEM: 
This very descriptive poem is made up of iambic pentameters, 
five-foot lines, the second syllable of each foot being stressed. 
The lines do not rhyme. This style is known as blank verse, of 
which there are several examples in our anthologies, no:tably 
Tennyson's uu1yssesn. The poem is written in the first person, 
like, to give just one example, Emily Dickinson's uThe Railway 
Train". You would think the poet was actually speaking to you. 
Quite frequently the teacher has to make such references, if 
the average pupil is really to succeed in appreciating poetry. 
APPRECIATION: 
Birch trees and country homes go well together. In this 
idyll a boy is shown at play. The author might even be thinking 
of himself - in the long ago. It is plain that he speaks with 
experience, born of an intimacy with birches in a silver tha-vr, 
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and of more intensive intimacy from actual l y swinging on the . 
branches of birch t r ees in his young years, now, alas, forever 
• 
out of reach! Yet Frost is not sentimentalo 
In t .he closing lines of the poem the author says that he 
would like to leave this earth, by climbing a birch tree: 
I'd like to go by climbing a birch tree, 
And climb black branches up a sno-v1-:11hite trunk 
Toward heaven, till the tree could bear no more, 
But dipped its to.p and set me down again. 
\ 
"Birchesu 
vlhen I se ·::; bircht3S bend to left and right 
Across the lines of str aighte~ darker trees, 
I like to think some boy's been swinging them. 
But . swinging doesn t t bend them do1,Jn to stay. 
Ice-storms do that. Often you must have seen them 
L.oaded with ice a sunny winte r morning 
· After a rain. They click upon themselves 
As the breeze rises, a.n d turn many-coloured 
As the stir cracks and crazes their enamel. 
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Shattering and avalanching on the snov1-curst -
Such he a ps of broken glas s to s~1eep a-i~1 ay 
Yov~ ' d t.t1ink t l1e inner dome of heaven had fallen. 
They are dragged to the ·withered bracken by the load., 
And they seem not to bre ak; though once they are bowed 
_So low fo r. long, they never right themselves: 
You may see their trunks arching in t he woods 
Years afterwards, trailing their leaves on the gro1md 
Like girls on hands arid knees that thro-v1 their hair 
B·efore them over their heads to dry in the sun. 
But I wa s going to say when Truth broke in 
With all her matter-of-fact about the ice-storm 
. CtJow am I free to be poetical?) 
I should pr ef er to have some boy bend them 
As he went out and in to fetch the cows-
Some boy too far from town to learn baseball, 
Wl'lose only play 1des 1·-Tha t he found l'limself, 
Summer or -vrint er, and could play alone • 
QUESTIONS 
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One by one he subdu ed his father's trees 
By riding tt:.(~:~· (!. 01,1n . over and over again 
Until he took the stiffness .out of them, 
And not one but hung limp, not one was left 
For him to conquero He learned all there was 
To learn about not launching out too soon 
And so not carrying the tree away 
Clear to the ground. He always kept his poise 
To the top branches, climbing careful l y 
With the same pa.ins you t1se to fill a cup 
Up to the brim, and even above the brim. 
Then he flung out·ward, feet first, with a swish, 
Kicking his tvay down through the air to the ground. 
So was I once myself a swinger of birches; 
And so I dream of going baclc to · be. 
It's when I'm weary of considerations, 
And life is too much like a pathless 1vood 
Where your f ace burns and tickles with the cobwebs 
Broken across it, and one e;/e is ~1eeping 
From a twig's having l a shed across it open. 
I'd like to get a1vA1ay from ea ..rth awhile 
And then come ba ck to it and begin over. 
May no fate wilfully misunderstand me 
And half grant what I wish and snatch me av1ay 
Not to return. Earth's the right place for love: 
I don't know where it's likely to go better. 
I'd like to go by climbing a birch tree, 
And climb black br anches up a snow-'tvhite trunk 
Toward heaven, till the tree could bear no more, 
But dipped j_ts top and set me do-vn1 agaj_n. 
That v1ould 1)e . good both going and cor.aing back. 
One could do wors e than be a s1/1inger of b i rches,. 
1. What ca.uses birch trees to become arched? 
2. What does the poet prefer to think is the cause? 
3. What is the form of the poem? 
4. Explain: 
(a) ttcrazesu, lir1e 9; 
(b) nv.1hen Trl1tl1 broke in\\, linG 21; 
( c ) 11 to go 1' , 1 in e 5 5. 
5. Do you see any- r esembl a11c e betv1e er1 Frost' s '1Birche sn 
and Wordsworth's 11 r111ich ae l u? 
• 
• 
• 
,. 
• 
• 
• 
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6. What is the author's attitude towards boys' swinging on 
birch trees? 
7. Pick out and explain two examples of figurative language. 
MODEL ANSWERS 
•· 
4. (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
°Crazes" means 11 shatters 11 • 
This subordinate clause means that the poet allowed 
himself to be interrupted. 
"To go'' means "to leave this world 11 , that is, "to die''. 
5. Yes. It may be said that Frost is to America what 
Wordsworth was to England. Just as Wordsworth held a 
reverent regard for the commonplaces of life and a broad 
sympathy for the toiling peasant, as is illustrated in 
"Michael", so Frost's poetry depicts the common experiences 
of common people - people with whom he lived and whom he 
·loves • 
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"OUT ·ouT _n 
---1. M4=-
The author of the poem bearing the above title was Robert 
Frost. The date of his birth - 1875 - indicates he is an old 
man now, the year 1963. 
What Wordsworth was to Engla.nd, Frost is to America. His 
poetry is based upon the common experiences of common people, 
people close to the soil. For many years now, Frost's farm in 
Vermont has · been visited by many people. His farm indicates his 
love for .the land and those close to it. 
The· title of the piece being considered here recalls a scene 
in Shakespeare, wherein Macbeth, upon hearing of the death of his 
wife, says: 
She should have died hereafter; 
There .would have been a time for such a word. 
To~morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow, 
Cre~ps in this petty pace from day to day 
To the last syllable of recorded time, 
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools 
The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle J 
Frost's poem has thirty-four lines, written ip blank verse -
iambic pentameterso This unrhymed verse is dramatic and demands 
great artistry on the part of the poet in the skillful use of 
pausej shifted stress, and the run-on line. 
The buzz-saw snarled and rattled in the yard 
And ·made d.ust and dropped stove-length sticks of wood, 
Sweet-scented stuff when . the breeze drew: across it. 
And from there those that lifted eyes could count 
Five mountain ranges . one behind the other 
Under the sunset far into Vermont. 
And the saw snarled, and rattled, snarled a.nd ra.ttled, 
As it ran light, or had to bear a load. 
c 
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And nothing happened: day was all but done. 
Call it a day, I wish they mi.ght have said 
To please the boy by giving him / the half hour 
That a boy counts so .much when saved from work. 
His sister stood besid·e them in her. apron 
To tell them "Supper" • At ···the word, the saw 
As if to prove saws knew what . supper meant, 
Leaped out at the boy's hand, · or seemed to leap -
He must have given the hand. However it was, 
Neither refused the meeting. But the hand ! · 
How sudden death can strike ! The boy's response to the call 
to supper was too eager. He lost his hand and lost his life in a 
situation where people cry out: "What a pity 1 What a calamity ! 
It shouldn't have happened ! If only the boy had been allowed to 
leave half an hour earlier - as he had -w1slted !'' 
...... 
However, it is no use now lam~nting over wha.t might have 
been • The boy is dead - and the world will soon forget, as it 
turns to 1 ts own a.ff airs. 
From the contagion of the world's slow stain 
He is secure, and now can never mourn 
A heart grown cold, a head grown bray in vain. 
1. What is the theme of this poem? 
2. · Suggest another title for this poem. 
J. Do you think there is a moral in the poe~? Explain. 
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FLANNAN ISLE 
"Though three men dwell on ·Flannan Isle 
To keep .. the · lamp alight, 
As we steered under the lee, we caught 
No glimmer through the night!" 
· A passing ship ·at dawri had ·brought · 
The news, and quickly we set . sail, 
To find- out _1A]hat . strange. thing might a·il 
The keepers of the deep~sea light. 
The ·winter day broke blue and bright, 
With glancing sun and glancing -spray, 
As o'er the swell our boat ·made way, 
As gallant · as · a · gull in flight. 
But, as we neared. the lonely Isle, 
And looked up at the naked· he-ight-., 
And saw the lighthouse towering white, 
With blinded lantern that all night · 
Had never shot a spark 
·Of comfort through.the dark·, 
So ghostly in the cold sunlight 
It seemed·, that we . were struck the while 
With wonder all too dread for words. 
And, as into the tiny creek 
We stole beneat.h the hanging .. crag, 
We saw three queer, black, ugly birds -
Too big, by far, in my belief, 
For cormorant or sha~ . ~ 
Like seamen sitting bolt-upright 
Upon the . half-tide reef: 
But, as we n.eared, they .plunged from sight, 
Witr1out a sound, or spirt ·. of white. 
And still too ma·zed to speak, 
We landed, and made ra·st the boat; 
And climbed the track in single fil-e, 
Each wishing he was .safe afloat, 
On any sea, ho~ever far, 
So it be far frbm Flannan Isle: 
And still we seemed to climb, to climb, 
As though we'd lost all · count of time,-
And so must climb for evermore. 
Yet, · all too soon? we re· ached the door -
The black, sun-blistered, lighthouse door; 
That gaped for us aj -ar. 
.· 
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As, on the threshold, for a spell, 
We paused, we seemed to breathe the smell 
Of lime1i1ash and of tar, 
Familiar as our daily breath, 
As though "t\•1ere some strange scent of death: 
· And so, yet 1vondering, sid_e by side, 
We stood a moment, still tongue-tied: 
And each with black foreboding eyed 
The door, ere we should fling it wide, 
To leave the sunlight for the gloom: 
Till, plucking courage up, at last, 
Hard on each other's heels we passed 
.Into the living-room. 
Yet, as we crowded through the door, 
We only saw a table, spread 
For dinner, meat, and cheese, and bread; 
But all untouched; and no one there: 
As though, when they sat down to eat, 
Ere they could even taste, 
Alarm had come; and they in haste 
Had risen and left the bread and meat. 
For at the table-head a chair 
Lay tumbled on the floor • 
We listened; but we only heard 
The feeble cheeping of a bird 
That starved upon its perch: 
And, listening still, without a word, 
We set about our hopeless search. 
We hunted high, 1~e hunted low, 
And ~oon ransa.cked the empty house; 
Then o'er the Island, to and fro, 
We ranged, to listen and to look 
In every cranny, cleft, or nook 
That might have hid a bird or mouse: 
But though we searched from shore to shore, 
We found no sign in any place: 
And soon again stood face to face 
Before the gaping door ·: 
And stole into the room once more 
As frightened children steal. 
Ay: though we hunted high and low, 
And hunted everywhere, 
Of the three men's fate we found no trace 
Of any lcind in any place, 
But a door ajar, and an untouched meal, 
And an over-toppled chair. 
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And, as we listened in the gloom 
Of that forsaken living-room -
A chill clutch on our breath -
We thought how ill-chance came to all 
t\fho kept the Flan.nan Light: 
And how the rock had been the death 
Of many a likely lad: 
How six had come to a sudden end, 
And three had gone stark mad: 
And one, v1hom vre 'd all known as· friend, 
Had leapt from the lantern one still night 
And fall en dead by t.he lighthouse wall: 
And long we thought 
On the three we sought, 
And on what might yet befall. 
Like curs a glance has brought to heel, 
We listened, flinching there: 
And looked, and looked, on the untouched meal 
And the over-toppled chair. 
We seemed to stand for an endless while, 
Though still no word was said, 
Three men alive on Flannan Isle, 
Who thought on three men dead. 
SETTING OF THE STORY: 
Flannan Isle is one of a group of lonely islands -
sometimes called the Seven Hunters - on the outer fringe of 
the Hebrides off the coast of Scotland. The poem is based 
on an actual occurrence there. 
FORM OF THE POEM: 
The form is the way the poem appears on the page. Notice 
the irregular stanzas, following the first three which are cast 
in th·e old ballad form. The last two stanzas are also of four 
•• 
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lines each. The bo:dy of the poem consists of larger stanzas 
to heighten the impression of ·fear and foreboding, of which 
there was a great amount. Notice, too, the excess of punctu-
ation which causes the reader to creep along through the maze 
of suspense. 
QUESTIONS: 
· l. Why are the first four lines printed: in italics? 
2. What kind of day was it when the men left in their boat 
to investigate? 
3. What did the searchers find unusual in the living-room 
of the lighthouse? 
4. Mention some lines that help to give the effect of 'spookiness'. 
5. Can you account for the excessive use of commas, colons, 
semi-colons, and dashes? 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Is there any suggestion given as to the fate of the three 
keepers? Your answer must be supported by evidence from 
the poem. 
What circumstance adds to the fear of the .searchers? 
, 
Explain.: n1ee 11 (line 3) • tt guillemot or shagn (line 26); 
uhalf-tide reef'' (line 2B). 
What characteristics of old ballads apply to uFlannan Isle1·1? 
10. Write a paragraph on the author. 
~10DEL ANS\~ERS 
1. The o~ening stanza gives the exact report of the 'passing 
ship'. Apparently there was something amiss on the Island. 
2. The day was bright and sunny. 
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3. There were two principal signs of the unusual: a dinner 
not touched and an upset chair. No person was to be seen, 
and all was silent except for 
4. (a) 
11 The feeble c.heeping of a bird 
That starved upon its perch." 
u And each wit.h black foreboding eyed 
The door, ere we should fling it wide 
To leave t .he sunlight for the gloom. tt 
(b) uAnd stole into the room once more 
As frightened c.hildren steal." 
( c) u And, as we listened in the gloom 
Of that forsaken living-room -
A c .hill clutch on our breat.h. u 
(d) 11 Like curs a glance has brought to heel, 
We listened, flinching there. 11 
6. Yes. The 11 three queer, black, ugly birdsu are suggestive. 
The light keepers became so frightened, it would seem, t .hat 
they jumped into the sea. The birds might be taken for t .heir 
g.hosts. Certainly, the birds could not be natural and plunge 
into the ocean. 
uwithout a sound, or spirt of whiten. 
8. u1een: sheltered side away from the wind; nguillemot or 
shagn: large sea birds; 11half-tide reeftt: a chain of 
rocks visible at half-tide. 
10. The likenesses would include the following: 
(a) 
(b) 
'· Simple language. Old ·ballads were usually simple 
stories, simply told for simple people. 
Use of the supernatural. The people of Scotland and 
Ireland were fond of such stories, and many of t .he 
people were superstitious. 
(c) In part, the form resembles that of the old ballad. 
The three opening stanzas and t .he two concluding ones 
are quatrains. r; 
\'-
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AUTHOR: 
-----
THE MAN HE KILLED 
------.-...----
t
1Had he and I · but met . 
By some old ancient inn, 
We should have sat us down to wet 
Right many a nipperkin ! 
"But · ranged as infantry, 
·And staring face to face, 
I shot at him as he at me, 
And killed him in his place. 
"I shot him d-ead because -
Because he was my foe, 
Just so: my foe of course he was; 
That's clear enough; although 
"He thought he'd 'list, perhaps, 
Off-hand-like - just as I -
Was out of work - had sold his traps -
No other reason whyo 
"Yes, quaint and curious war 1s J 
You shoot a fellow down 
You'd treat, if met where any bar is, 
Or help to half-a-crown." 
Thomas Hardy was born in 1840 in Dorcetshire - one of six 
countries in the southwest in Englando He spent his whole life in 
this area, which he designated "Wessex"o Since the year of his 
.. 
birth was 1840, 60 of his 88 years were set in the nineteenth 
centuryo He thus lived through three great wars: 
1. The Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1871 
2. The Boer War, 1899-1902 
3o World War I, 1914-1918 
Till the age of 31, Thomas Hardy worked as an arch1tecto 
Then he undertook a career in literature, and gained fame first as 
a novelist and later as a poet. His writings indicate that he had 
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great feeling a~d admiration for the common people, whom he saw 
everywhere struggling with forces too powerful for them. Hardy 
viewed life as a struggle against fate, and this point was under-
lined in both his prose and his poetryo In one of his poems he 
wrote: . 
For Life I had never cared greatly, 
As worth a man's while; 
Peradventures unsought, . 
Peradventures that finished in nought, 
Had kept me from youth and through manhood till lately 
Unwon by its stylee 
SETTING OF HARDY'S POETRY: 
____ ..... __ . -----------
The setting is "Wessex", meaning the six southwest counties 
of England. He wrote many balla.ds of this region, a,nd a long poem 
in dramatic form, ''The Dynasts '' t in which he developed themes con-
nected with the wa.rs of Napoleon ( 1796-1815) o "The Man He Killed." 
is an excerpt from ''The Dynasts", though from the sta.ndpoint of the 
ordinary soldier the poem may be said to have applica.tion to any wa.r o 
Theme should not be confused with contento The underlying 
thought of this poem is that war is senselesso 
FORM: 
---
This poem consists of five four-line stanzas, of which the 
first, second, and fourth lines are iambic trimeter, and the third, 
iambic tetrametero The following scansion clearly indicates this : 
I shQ1 I him ~~ I be caus~ I 
Be g_au~ I he ~~§. I my foe I 
Just §Q I my foe I of QQ1!I:.§.Sl I he wa.s I 
That's Qlear I e !lQYgh I al .t,b.Qygh I 
• 
, 
• 
• 
SOUND AND RHYTHM: 
- ------------
The diction of the poem is simple, as befits the subject. 
There are only two words that may need expla,na ti.on: "nipperkin", 
meaning a glass or mug; and "tra.ps", meaning tools. In line 13, 
"'list" is a contra.ction for uenlist". The· shortened form gives 
the correct meter. 
There is a freshness about the words. The rhyme scheme con-
nects . the first and third lines; and likewise the second and fourth. 
If the poem is read with attention, the regular rise and fall of the 
sounds should be apparent. Some slurring is called for, for in a few 
places the rhythm requires the reader to move so lightly as to obscure 
or suppress a sound or syllable. A good example of such may be had 
in the final stanza, which shapes up this way: 
MOOD: 
---
Yes quaint I and cur·' /ous war's I 
· You shoot I a fel I low down I 
You'd treat I if met I where an I y bar's I 
Or help I to half I a crown I 
The predominant emotion is compassion for the suffering 
inflicted upon the victims of war. 
APPRECIATION: 
----- ---Hardy lets · the soldier boy speak for himself. The youth 
relates quite simply and yet graphically just whet war means to 
him. This short poem, which is so easily read, and .which is ~o 
quiet, may not at first seem to convey any .great depth of emotiono 
It expresses neither regret nor remorse. But in its very restraint, 
the poem is impressive. The common person overtaken by war is .not 
likely to be able to say much to change the course of events • 
Nevertheless, he has feelings, and so his sufferings are very real. 
QUEfil:IONS " 
1. What is the theme of "The Man He Killed"? 
2. What irony is illustrated in the poem? 
J. Do you think the young man's experience is unique? Explain. 
4. Why is wa.r 11 quaint and curious"? 
5. Suggest another title for the poem. 
APPRECIATION: 
-------
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' VIR·.i. uE 
Sweet day, so cool, so calm, so bright, 
The bridal of the eartr and sky, 
The dew shall weep thy .fa.11 tonight; 
For thou must die: 
Sweet rose, whose hue angry and brave 
Bids the rash gazer wipe his eye, 
Thy r ·oot is ever in its grave, 
And thou must dieo 
/ 
Sweet spring, full of sweet days and roses, 
A box where sweets compacted lie, . 
My music shows ye have your closes, 
And all must dieo 
Only a sweet and virtuous soul, 
Like season'd timber, never gives; 
But though the whole world turn to coal, 
Then chiefly liveso 
The poet tells us in the first stanza that the beautiful 
day must come to an end; and in the second stanza that the 
beautiful rose must dieo The third stanza summarizes the first 
two: namely, all things of beauty must come to an end - and the 
end is death l These three stanzas lead us to the point of the poemj 
expressed in the fourth stanzao This is the climax: 
Q,~§!IONS: 
Only a sweet and virtuous soul, 
Like season'd timber, never gives; 
But though the whole world turn · to coa l, 
Then chiefly liveso 
l o ·what 1 s the theme of "Virtue 11 ?. 
2o Comment on: (a) diction; (b) rhythme 
3o Write a brief note on the author (50-100 words)o 
a 
• 
• 
f 
• 
• 
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MODEL ANSWERS 
---- . 
1. Death marks the end of earthly things, but life unending 
for the spirit of man l 
2. (a) The diction is simple, as used by common people. Most 
of the words are of one syllable. 
(b) The movement is slow. The words in general have long 
vowel sounds and muted consonants. There are many pauses, 
and a . variety. of rhythm wh·1eh enhances the flow of language. 
To illustrate, the rhythm of- the first stanza has this 
pattern: 
. . 
Sweei da~ I so Q.OOl I so calm / so !2r1g~ I 
The Fid al I of the earth I and sky: I 
The q~!l I shall w~~I2 ; · ·thy f!!U I to n~ght/ 
For ~hou I mYll g1~/ 
It will be noticed that line 3 aboye is regular iambic, the 
simplest of all feet. 
J. George Herbert is an English poet of the seventeent~ oentury. 
For a time he lived at the Court of James I and later be.came 
a clergyman. He was a saintly man and much beloved by his 
par1shoners. In his day he had high reputation as a poet, and 
his deeply religious nature is reflected in his poems. He 
died 1n 1633 at the age of 40. "Vir.tue" is regarded as his 
greatest poem • 
. . . 
' . 
::~' I 
. . 
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'· . 
Fair Daffodils, ~e weep to see 
You _bas .. te· away so .soon..:-
As yet the early-~ris·ing Sun .. 
·Has not attain'd his noono 
St·ay, . stay, · 
Until the ha.sting. _day 
Has run . 
·sut t6 the even~song; 
And, having pray'd together, we 
Will- go with you a.long. 
We have short time to stay, as you, 
We ·have as short a Spring; 
A·s quick a growth to meet decay 
As ·you, .or any thingo 
We die, . 
As your hours do, and dry 
Away . 
Like to the Summer's rain; 
Or as ·the pearls of morning's dew 
Ne'er to be found again. 
Even the presence of beauty can cause sorrow, if a person 
remembers that ·beauty must die ! And people usually· experience 
this feeling of sadness. But wha~ is beauty? · On,e poet answers 
the question this way: Beauty as we feel it is something inde-
scribable: what it is or what it means can never be told. 
Another poet wrote: 
God loves an idle rainbow 
No less than labouring seaso 
Still another poet has left us these lines: 
0 world, I cannot hold thee close enough! 
Thy winds, thy wide gray skies l 
Thy mists, that roll and rise ! 
Thy woods, this autumn dayi tha t ache and sag 
And all but cry with color~ 
• 
I 
• 
• 
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APPRECIATION: 
uTo Daffodilsu is an expression of a poet's passion for 
beauty·. The poem· is noteworthy for its delicate charm, and 
especially for the deeper meaning which underlies it - the brevity 
of human life. The poet tells the flowers, soon to fade, that the 
spring of men is also short. 
In composing this lyric, the author made use of a number of 
simple, one-syllable words with-· long vowel sounds. Each of its two 
stanzas has two short lines which call for particular pauses in 
sympathy with the slow, sad movement of the piece. Indeed, correct 
interpretation of this song calls for several pauses, sometimes 
within the lines, sometimes at the ends~ A pause of the right sort 
and in the right place can be very effective, as every student of 
music must know. Pauses or rests have as much value as notes them-
selves. By way of illustration, then, the first stanza of this 
poem, with its correct phrasing, runs like this: 
Fair Daffodils, I we weep to see 
You haste away I so ~oon: I 
As yet the early-risi'n_g Sun 
Has not attain'd his noon. I 
Stay, I stay, I 
Until the hasting day I 
Has run 
But to the even-song; I 
And, I having pray'd together, I we 
Will go I with you along. 
In stanza two the use of the word 11 hoursu suggests the 
brevity of the life of the daffodil. The poet is filled with 
sadness at the quick passing of beauty. 
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QUESTI01JS: 
1. Ho·w would you account for the poet's unusual arrangement of 
lines in this poem? 
2. What is the theme? 
3. Do you recall another poem on daffodils? If so, compare its 
mood with that of Herrick's poem. 
4. Write a note on the author (about 100 words). 
11.0DEL ANSWERS : 
1. · The arrangement of the lines in this fashion helps create 
extra pauses. The use of monosyllabic words with their long 
vowel sounds slows the music, and then the variety in line 
structure is an added device to further slow the progression. 
So there is harmony between thought and metrical form. 
3. Words1~orth' s "The Daffod.ils" comes to mind. Just as Herrick's 
poem is full of sadness, the poem by Wordsworth is full of joy. 
Wordsworth said: 11 Poetry takes its origin from emotion recol-
lected in tranquillity11 • The last stanza of uThe Daffodilsn 
illustrates this thought. When a person is thinking of nothing 
in particular, his mind's eye - his visual imagination -
recaptures quite often what went before. It is very easy to 
re-live a happy experience. Hence Wordsworth concludes his 
idyll with the couplet, 
And then my heart -vri th pleasure fills, 
And ·dances ivi th the daffodils. 
4. Robert Herrick was born in London, England, in the last decade 
of the sixteenth century. He graduated from Cambridge University, 
and later became a clergymanp During the Civil War he remained 
loyal to Charles, and as a result was expelled from his parish 
by the Puritans. However, at the Restoration in 1660, Herrick 
returned to the vicarage in Devonshire, where he ended his days 
as an octogenarian. 
Herrick was a prol ific writer of lyrics which, in keeping 
with the school of Ben Jonson, were notable for their finish, 
poise, and s1veetness. S-v1inburne ( 18.3 7-1909) described Herrick 
as 0 the greatest song-,vriter .... as surely as Shakespeare is the 
greatest dramatist .... ever born of English race." 
. t 
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REVEILLE 
"Reveille'', the title of this lyric, is a waking signal, 
summoning soldiers or sailors to the day's duties. It is used 
here in the general sense of "W.ake up i 11 How familiar these words 
must sound to most of usl All through our childhood we have heard 
them again and again. 11 Wake ,up iu urt is time to get up 1° 
APPRECIATION: 
Wake: the silver dusk returning 
Up the beach of darkness brims, 
And the ship of sunrise burning 
Strands upon the eastern rims. 
Wake: the vaulted shadow shatters, 
Trampled to the floor it spanned, 
And the tent of night in tatters 
Straws the sky-pavilioned land. 
Up, lad, up, 'tis late for lying: 
Hear the drums of morning play; 
Hark, the empty highways crying 
"Who' 11 beyond the hills away? 11 
Towns and countries woo together, 
Forelands beacon, belfries call; 
Never lad that trod on leather 
Lived to feast his heart with all. 
Up, lad: thews that lie and cumber 
Sunlit pallets never thrive; 
Morns abed and daylight slumber 
Were not meant for man alive. 
Clay lies still, but blood's a rover; 
Breath's a ware that will not keep. 
Up, lad: when the journey's over 
There'll be time enough- to sleep. 
This is a rousing morning song. There is important repetition 
in the first and second stanzas. A poetic device for emphasisl 
The opening stanza tells us that day is dawning, with the sun poised 
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on the horizon like a stranded ship on fire. So a boy should throw 
aside the bedclothes and jump! The next stanza echoes 11 jumpl 11 , 
as the tent of night is torn to shreds and scattered over the 
ground; and shadows flee from a sky alive with lighto There is 
further repetition in stanzas three, five, and sixo· All creation 
is now aware of the coming of day, and day calls for activity. No 
normal boy should want to stay in bed after sunrise, for beds in 
daytime are for the old, and for those not in good healtho In a 
few fleeting years youth will have gone forevero Then old age will 
take overo But youth is the time for activity and adventure. 
QUESTIONS: 
lo Explain: "straws 11 , line 8; nthewsu, line 17; upallets 1t, line 18; 
nware", line 22; and 11 journeyu, line 23. 
; ! 
·' 
2o What is the theme of this poem? The mood? The form? 
3o Do you see any likeness of thought between uReveille 11 and 
Tennyson's "Ulysses 11 ?· Between "Reveilleu and Herrick's 
uDaffodils 11 ? 
4. Write the last stanza in your own wordso 
5o Write a brief note on the author (50-100 words)o 
MODEL ANSWERS: 
lo ustraws": 11 is scattered over"; nthewsn: nmusclesn; 
npalletsn: ''beds of straw11 ; "ware 11 : uthings made for salen; 
11 journeyu: ulife of activity" o 
2. The title gives the theme: Wake upl 
The mood is bright, happy, courageouse 
The form is a ballad measureo 
Alfred Edward Housman was born in 1859 in Worcestershire, 
but spent his boyhood days in Shropshire. In 1896 he 
published "A Shropshire Ladu, a book of poems which dealt 
with the life of a farm boyo These poems were very popular. 
Housman died in 1936j at the age of 77, and he is regarded 
as an able poet as well as a fine classical scholar~ 
' . 
• 
• 
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THE LARGEST LIFE 
There is a beauty at the goal of life, 
A beauty growing since the i/JOrld begrir1, 
Through e·very age and race, throu~gh lapse and strife, 
Till the great hUinan soul con1plete l1er span\. 
Beneatl'l the waves of storm that lash and burn, 
The currents of blind passion .that appal, 
To listen and keep watch till we discern 
The tide of sovereign truth that guide s it all; 
So to address our spirits to the height, 
And so attune them to the 11a liant '~rh.ole, 
That the great light be clearer for our light, 
Puid the great sou_l the stronger for 011r sou l: 
To have done this is to h a.ve lived, tl1ough fame 
Remember us with no familiar name. 
INTELLECTUAL CONTENT: 
~he poem opens with the line: There is a beauty at the goal 
of life. The poet has in mind the purpose of man's existence. 
Service to humanity, or love for neighbor is the beauty of which 
the poet speaks • 
T11e octave suggests confusion: nlapse and · strifeu, nwaves of'' 
storm that lash and bu_r11n, ucurrents of blind passio11 that appal tt. 
By contrast tl1e sestet ha s these thoughts: 11 to address our spirits 
to the height", "to attune them to the 'laliant vJhole 0 , ttgreater for 
our lightu, 0 stronger for our soulu. 
In the sestet the author uses four difi~erent t e rms for the 
goal of life - the h e ight, the valiant whole, the great light, 
the great soulQ By the very fact of striving , we f ulfill God's 
plan. As Bro,ming says: 
lt is not what man does that exalts him, 
But 1vhat man 'tvould do. 
· .. ;, -
, .. 
. .: 
.. 
. 
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Life is such that it presents obstacles, but it is through 
difficulties surmounted that character is developed. The doing 
of one's best is what matters. In life, as in a school game, it 
should never be a question ·of· who 14ins, but of hovr the game is 
played. · 
4 I ' .. 
: ~. 
l~ :. Why is this poem called a sonnet? Explain. 
2o Explain: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
11 growing since the world began"; 
11 lapse and strifeu; 
"attune them to the valiant whole"; 
"the great light be greater for our lightu. 
3. Scan the first eight lines, explaining the process. 
4. Write a paragraph on the author. 
MQlrl.~L. &!.SWEJl§: 
l. The sonnet is a poem of fourteen lines in iambic pentameter. 
Each line has five syllables with heavy stresses. 
In English poetry there are two chief kinds of sonnet: the 
Italian or Petrarchan and the English or Shakespearee.n. There 
are two parts in the Italian sonnet: the ootave and the sestet. 
The octave usually presents a siti.:iat:ton or an idea from one 
point of vie-iv, vrhiJ e ~he sestet talces another point of view., 
such as drav1ing a c "'.Lcl11sion. 
The English sonnet is composed of 
independent rhymes and concluding 
The couplet stuns up the thought. 
patterned after the English form. 
three quatrains with 
with a rhymed couplet. 
uThe Largest IJife" is 
2. (a) The idea of love towards neighbor is a Christian concept. 
It has not been popular. But there is progress, though slow. 
(b) Sometimes there is a slipping back, as in the ease of war, 
when loss and suffering afflict nations. History tells of 
destruction wrought by vandals. 
(c) To bring about harmony in accordance with the Divine plan. 
a 
. 
. 
•• 
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(d) Each one of us. can ·ulight a candle", in other words, do 
some good. Every kind . v1ord or kind dee·d is a contribution to 
proper living. 
3. There ll I a beau I ty . . a.t I the g.oal I of life I 
A b,eau. I ty g,r.OJi. I ing· s,,i;n.c.e I the v1orld I be gan I 
Through gx.' I ry age I and ra~~ I through lapse I and strife I 
Till the I great h.1! I man soul I com plete I her span I 
Be neath I the waves I of storm I that lash I and burn I 
·· The cur I rents of I b,l,in.d P.as I sion t~at I ap pa.1 I 
To lis I ten and I keep 1vatch I till we I dis cern/ 
• $ --
The tide I of sov' I reign truth I that guides I it all I 
The Process: 
Rhythm is the pattern made by the number and the arrangement 
of stressed and unstressed - accented and unaccented - syllables. 
The basis or rhythm in English verse is the accent or the absence 
of accent. 
Sonnets are written in iambic feet~ However, as in other 
kinds of poetry, there are sometimes exceptions. The noet for 
- ' 
particular effect, may use a different foot. It is not always 
possible, however, to determine whether a syllable is 11 stressed11 
or uunstressedn. Indeed, the line of dema~rcation may be very thin • 
. Any two readers, trained or untrained, may very -v1ell arrive at 
'.: 
varying results. But the results are not likely to vary widely. 
.. 
/ 
! 
\ 
. ··--.... 
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In scanning the above lin.es, I used a trochee instead of 
an i ·ambus, at the beginning or· line four. The reason for this 
. ; 
. . . 
is o·bvious: The 11 ord 11 Ti1·1u. deserves more stress than the word 
t'1'he.u. Besides, the trochee is startling, and so· quite effe c.ti ve 
here. Again, in line six it seemed to me that the use of ~ pyrrhic 
.an·d ·a spondee, for the second and third foot, . respectively, would 
... . 
be required. The use or· the iambic throughout line six would not 
·do · full ·justice· to certain of the 111ords that hold great importance . 
for the meaning, and -v1ould attribute too great _an importance to a 
word like uof". Then, in line seven, the third foot may be regarded 
as a spondee. 
Metrics is not a Procrustean bed into which any poem is to be . 
forced. Indeed, scansion is a challenge to a pupil's powers of 
observation and taste. 
I 
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ON GOING TO THE WARS 
Richard Lovelace is .lmown as a Cavalier poet, which is to 
say that he belonged to the party of King Charles I, as contras.tad 
with the opposition, the . Roundheads, who were_ members of. the p·ar-
liamentary party and wore t ·heir hair cut short. The Cavali·.ers 
w·ore ringlets. Lovelace was thus a seventeenth century poet. 
ardent supporter of the king, he was put in jail for presenting a 
petition to the Long Parliament on behalf of Charles. Here at -the 
age of 24 Lovelace_ wrote the famous poem: "Stone walls do not a 
prison make". 
As Lovelace inherited four large estates, he was wealthy. He 
was also handsome. He was a soldier for Charles in 1645, and a 
soldier for the king of France against Spain in 1646. On his return 
to England, he was again put in prison, and it was during his second 
stretch in jail that he composed nan Going To The Warsu. This little 
poem, addressed to his sweetheart, Lucy Sacheverell, has finish, 
poise and sweetness, and ranks among the finest of seventeenth 
century lyrics. It breathes a spirit of old-fashioned chivalry, of 
faithfulness to the ideals of love and honor, for Lovelace was 
brave and loyal - a true knight. 
Tell me not, Sweet, I am unkind, 
That fr0m the nunnery 
Of thy chaste breast and quiet mind, 
To war and arms I fly • 
True, a new mistress now I chase, 
The first foe in the field; 
And with a stronger faith embrace 
A sword, a horse, a shield. 
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Yet this inconstancy is such 
As you too shall adore; 
I could not love thee, Dear, so much, 
Loved I not Honour more. · 
The poet here pays his girl a fine compliment in that he 
identifies his · 1ove and honour for her with the love and honour , 
he holds for his king and country. Greater love than this no man 
hath. 
APPRECIATIQN: 
This short lyric presents in simple and sincere words a 
chivalrous attitude that has grea~. appeal. The effectiveness of 
paradox is well illustrated here. By being inconstant to the girl, 
Lovelace is being constant to honor, which is inclusive of their 
love. Thus he pays her a subtle compliment •. 
I could not love thee, Dear, so much, 
Loved I not Honour more. 
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I 1t/ent to . the dances at Chandlerville 
And played snap~out at Wi~chester • 
. One . time \~·e.: .. changed partners, 
Driving home· in the moonlight of middle June, 
And then I found Davis. 
ive ~rere married and lived to get.her for seventy years, 
Enjoying v1orking, raising the t~velve children, 
Eight of whom we lost 
Ere I had reached the age of sixty. 
I spun, I wove, I kept ·the hous~, I nursed the sick, 
I made the· garden, and . for holiday 
Ramble·d over the fields where sang the larks, 
And .by Spoon River gathering .many a shell, 
· Al;ld m_a.ny a flower .and medicinal weed -
Shouting to the wooded hills' singing to the green valleys. 
At ninety-six I had lived enough, that is all, 
And passed to a svre~t repose. 
What is t .his I hear of sorrow··- and 1~1eariness, 
Anger, discontent and drooping hopes? 
Degenerate sons and daughters, 
Life is too strong for you -
It takes life to love Life. 
'~'It takes · life to love Life" • In other words, to experience a 
' 
, ,; 
.. 
rich and full life, . a person has to make the most of · opportunity~ 
The poem has 22 lines which follow one another without 
interruption, It consists of free verse: lines of unequal length 
and in which the metre constantly changes in~tead of reproducing 
a fixed pattern. Though the poem has no particular metre, it does 
have · implicit rhythm •. Metre, of course, is the measure of the 
number of poet~c feet in a line. For example, the iambic - the 
most common of all feet - 11.as two syllables with the major stress 
t>n the sea ond • . 
' I 
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APPRECIATION: 
This poem is really a satire on modern living - ·when so many 
are alwa.ys looking for .. the easy way out, and so· few find joy in 
~1ork. The author has Lucinda 1-1atloclr sneal{ from her grave in the 
cemetery, .to summarize the story of her .96 years on earth. Hers 
was a full life, a life of a·ccomplishment as she bravely met the 
difficulties of her day. 
The poem points up many contrasts connected with the hardships 
that women underwent in the opening up of North America, as compared 
with the life of ease that so ·many today regard as their due. 
Lucinda Matlock's idea of what life should represent differs markedly 
from the comforts and luxury talcen for · granted by many of those who 
live in the cities and towns of Canada and the United States in the 
mid-twentieth century. Whatever our opinion may be as to the merits 
of her argument, we ·must give her generation full marks for its 
dedication to long hours of toil, with no vadations as such. In 
r~ewfoundland at the present . time there are \-.romen '.who might well claim 
kinship 1vith Lucinda l,1atlock. They work hard in the home, taking 
care of cooking, baking, and sewing; and they often do jobs outside 
the home, such as gardening. But they are home-makers, and the home 
comes first~ 
In this, the second half of the twentieth century, many inventions 
of science are at our disposal to make life easier. However, though 
v.1e may all be heirs to the inventions and discoveries of our day, 
there · should be no one a~ong us content to go on living on the fruits 
of the past • . Life should be a challenge for everyone - a challenge 
to make a solid contribution towards bettering the achievements of 
mankind for the good of the world as a whole. Duty should always 
come before pleasure. And for most women a good home is the supreme ··· 
achievement. Good homes make a vast contribution to the strength of 
a nation. When homes decay, life decays. As this poem indicates, 
one of the principal factors in the contemporary world 1 s disorder is 
flight from the reality of life itself. · The last line of the poem, 
then, is a good one on which to end: It takes life to love Life. 
QUESTIO:NS: 
1. What criticism does Lucinda Matlock make of the generation 
that succeeded her? ~ 
2. What is the mood of this poem~ 
3. Sugge st another title for the poem. 
4. Write a brief note on the author (50-100 words). · 
~ · 
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ON HIS BLINDNESS 
When I consid.er how my light is spent 
Ere half my days, ~n this dark world and wide, 
And that one talen.t which is death to hide · 
Lodged with me useless, though my soul more bent 
To serve there1,1i th my ~1aker, and present 
My true account, lest He · returning chide; 
"Doth God exact day-labour, light den.ied?" 
I fondly ask. But Patience, to prevent 
That murmur, soon replies, 1·• God doth not need 
Either man ·' s work or his own gifts. Who best 
Bear his mild yoke, they serve him best. His state 
Is kingly: thou.sands at his bidding speed, 
·And post o'er land and ocean without rest; 
~hey also serve who only stand and wait. 11 
HISTORY OF THE SOIDJET: 
The sonnet originated in Italy in the thirteenth century. 
Originally, a love lyric., its form was perfected by the Italian 
poet, Petrarch (1304-1374), who devised the rhyme pattern with 
which his name is still associated. To use the 'abc' convention, 
.. . it runs thus: 11 abba 1·1 , ttabba", "cde", ucde 1·1 • The first eight 
) lines usually consist of two quatrains with identical rhymes; 
and the last six lines are formed from two tercets, variously 
combined, but not ending in a couplet~ The fourteen lines of 
rhymed iambic pentameter verse usually have a thought division 
between t the first eight (octave or octet) and the last six 
(sestet or sextet). 
Three centuries passed before the sonnet was imported into 
England. The form became very popular, and vvas much used bJr 
Milton and Wordsworth. In England, two types came into being, 
one known as the Italian or Petrarchan, and the other as the 
English or Shakespearean. The bard divided this lyric into three 
quatrains (four lines .each) and a concluding rhymed couplet, to 
clinch the thought or provide a climax. The Shakespearean sonnet 
has seven · independent rhymes, 11 abab", ncdcd n, ttefef tt, "ggu, as 
against t .he five rhymes in the Petrarehan. Hence, in the English 
from there is greater freedom in the choice of rhymes (identical 
sounds at the ends of words) • 
Though Milton adopted the Italian form, his sonnet varies in 
that the thought of th~ last line of the octave carries over to the 
first- .line of t;he sestet. Variations of both the Petrarchan and 
the Shakespearean ha-\re a.ppeared through the centuries. Sometimes 
there is even no rhyme. Bliss · Carman substituted assonance for 
rhyme. (Assonance ·means the matching· of vowel sounds in correspond-
ing syllables.) 
\ • 
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QUESTIONS 
1. What is the form of the poem 11 0n His Blindness·11 ? 
What is the gist of Milton's lament? 
Show the great power of the poem, and apply ... ,_its lesson 
to a problem of life. · 
2. What is the theme of 11 0n His Blindness"? 
What great ambition had been thwarted? 
Permanently? 
What solution does the author propose to his problem? 
3. O.f what. does John Mil ton complain in the octet of his lyric? 
How does Patience answer his bitter protest? 
4. Explain: u1ight 11 (line l); ntalent" (line 3)·, 1·1death to hide" 
(line 3); "bentll (line 4); nrondlyu (line 8); ttpost" (line 13). 
5. Why is there a capital npu in 11 Patience"? 
6. What does this lyric show? 
7. Scan the first seven lines. 
8. Write a brief note on the author. 
MODEL ANSWERS 
4. u1ight 11 : eyesight. 
11 talent": his ability to write. 
udeath to hide 11 : If it is taken from him, he has nothing to 
live for. 
t•bent 0 : inclined. 
"fondly": foolishly. 
11 post 0 : travel with haste. 
5. "Patiencen is capitalized because it is the personification of 
the virtue. 
6. The poem shows the poet's recognition of man's obligation to God, 
under any circumstances and.in any tribulation. 
7. When I I consid I er how I my light I is spent I 
Ere half I my days I in this I dark world I and wide I 
And that I one tal I ent which I is death /.to hide I 
Lodged with I me use I less though I my soul I more bent I 
To serve I thereKith I my Mak I er and I pre sent I 
· My true I ac count I lest he I re turn I ing chide I 
Doth God I ex act I day la I bour light I de nied I 
• 
·. 
• 
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APPRECIATION: 
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EROSION 
It. took the sea a thousand years, 
A · thousand years to trace 
The granite fe·atures · of this cliff, 
In crag and scar~ and base .• 
It took the sea an hour one night, 
An hour of storm -. to place. 
The sculpture .of these granite seams 
Upon a woman's face. 
The most prominent feature of this little poem is its 
parallelism. By this is meant the sys.tematic arrangeme.nt of words, 
phra.ses, or i ·1nes into groups of uniform design, ex_pressing similar 
or contrasting statements. In this lvric we have contrast for 
., 
emphasis. To give one example, "one hour" is bala.nced against "a 
t .housand years" • 
Ballad metre is perhaps the simplest of the four-lined schemes 
of parallelism - and one of the oldest. The lines alternate iambic 
tetrameter and iambic trimeter. Lines one and thr·ee have no 
accompanying rhyme. 
QUESTIONS: 
1. In a sentence or two give the thought of the poem. 
2. How has the poet made his subject a.ppealing? 
3. Why is the title appropriate? 
4. Scan the fir st stanza. · 
5'. Write a. brief note of appreciation of this poem. Include 
comments on "theme 11 , "moo.d", and "poetic diction". 
6. Write a paragra.ph on the author. 
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MODEL ANSWERS 
4. It took I the sea I a thou ./ sand years I 
A thou I sand years / "to trace I 
The gra~ I ite fea I tures of I this cliff I 
In cra.g I and ,scar12 I and base I 
6, E. J. Pra.tt was born a.t Western Bay, Newfoundland, in 1883, 
the son of a Methcd ist clergyman. After a youth spent in a 
small fishing settlement, .he atten~ed Method 1st College in 
St. John's and later Victoria College, Toronto, where in 
1920 he joined the teaching staff. He is one of Canada's 
lea.ding poets. In fact he has even been called the greatest 
living poet of Canada. His poetry is. characterized by a racy 
virility. His descriptions of na.ture, particularly the sea, 
reflect his own strong personality. 
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NE\A/FOuNDLMTD 
Here the tides flow, 
And here the~r . ebb; 
.Not with that .dull, Lmsinewed tread of waters 
Held under bonds to move 
Around unpeopled shores ~ 
Moon-dri··,ren tr1rou.gh a tin1eless circuit 
Of ir1vasion and retreat; 
But with a lusty stroke of life . 
Faun.ding at stubborn gates, 
That they might run 
Within the sluices of men's hearts, 
Leap under thr·ob of pulse and nerve, 
And teach the sea's strong voice 
To learn the harmonies of new floods, 
The peal of cataract, 
And the soft wash of currents 
Against resilient banks, 
Or the broken rhythms from old chords 
Along dark passages 
That once were pathways of authentic fires. 
Red is the sea-kelp on the beach, 
Red as the heart's blood, 
Nor is there power in tide or sun 
To bleach its stain. 
It lies there piled thick 
Above the gulch-line. 
It is rooted in the joints of rocks, 
It is tangled around a spar, 
It covers a broken rudder, 
It is red as the heart 1 s blood, 
And salt as tears. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Tiqe and wind and crag, 
Sea-weed and sea-shell 
And broken rudder -
And the story is told 
Of human veins and pulses, 
Of ete rnal pathways of fire, 
Of dreams that survive the night 
Of doors held ajar in storms. 
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APPRECIATION: 
t•Newfoundland 1·1 implies much more than it states about the 
endurance, the triumphs and the tragedies of our fishermen. The 
sea is very much in their lives. These people get to lrn.ow its 
tides - when they're high and when they're low; and the strength 
of the sea becomes symbolic of their own latent strength. Where 
people wrest a living from the sea, the kind of tide tells them 
the most likely ~ime to · pursue cod and herring and squid; and 
lobsters too and even the lowly mussel - when tide is sleeping. 
·Furthermore, these fisherfolk have a lore all their own about the 
moon, because they see the moon in all its phases, and its face 
means much to them. 
Here, too, the winds play their familiar role. Every day has 
its wind, because the wind is as the breath of man ~ and it is in 
partnership with the sea. Sometimes things become tangled: the 
inconstancy of winds gets mixed with the constancy of tides, and 
in a surprise assault they often play havoc among the timeless crags 
that sentinel the coastl 
Yes, indeed, over the centuries tides and winds and rocks have 
molded the character of the fisherman. And the tide still delivers 
up its kelp, genuine kelp fresh from the sea, the very best kelp, 
whose red is symbolic of the blood coursing through the bodies of 
those who do business with the deep. Bruised hands from harsh contact 
with oars and seines and hooks exude their blood, rich-coloured, pure, 
even as the salty sea yields them samples of its pure, red kelp, and 
the two are kin. "Broken ruddersn are also there, though often kelp-
concealed, just as the firm jaw so often conceals a broken heart, 
perhaps from the untimely death of a son, brother, or father snatched 
·from life while se~king sustenance for loved-ones at home~ 
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FEAR NO MORE 
Fear no more the heat o' the sun . 
Nor the turious wint.er's rages; 
Thou thy \-1orldly task ha.s done, 
Home art gone and ta'en thy wages: 
Golden lads and girls all must, 
As chimney-sweepers, come to dust. 
Fear no more the fro'tm. o' the great, 
Thou art pa.st the tyrant, s stroke; 
Care· no more to clothe and eat; 
To thee . the reed is as the o.ak: 
The · sceptre, learning, .Physic, must 
~l follow this, and come to dust. 
I 
/ 
Fear no more the lightning-flash 
~Jor the all-dreaded thunder-stone; 
.1.il c :-.-:~ not slander, censure rash; 
'l 1l1ou has finish' d joy and moan: 
I .11 lovers young, all lovers must 
Consign to thee and come to dust. 
\ 
This song appears in Act IV, scene 2, of ucymbeline", 
Shakespeare's · tragi-comedy, written in 1609 - over 350 years ago • 
T.he circumstances 't;-Jhich led to the song were as follo1'1s: 
f 
r 
The king's daughter, Imogen, was cruelly wronged by a lie, and 
so she , ran away from her father's court, disguised as a boy and 
/ 
,, 
bearing the name Fidele. In her 1vanderings • in the \velsl1. motmtains, 
sl1e met two men 1~ho proved to be her brothers, 'vho had been stolen 
long before by Belarius, a banished lord. There was no recognition. "· -~ 
One day Imogen felt ill and took a drug which she carried with her • 
Tt put her to sleep, and indeed she 1vas thought to be dead. As t hey 
a.re about to bury the body of the vrom.an the tv10 brothers sing the 
above song. The rest of the story does not concern us here. 
IMAGERY: Both the 1vords and the images they produce are simple. 
And yet, how rich the meaning! So v1e proceed slowly. 
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In the fifth line of the first stanza. the adjective 11 golden 11 is rich 
in connotative potver . It may mean different things to different 
. . 
people, Contr·ast is evident between the phrases ".golden lads" and 
.. 
"chimney sv1eepers u. Those vrho are chimney sweepers are · at the low 
rung of the social ladder. Does "golden" then suggest wealth ·as 
. . ·. 
opposed to poverty? Perhaps you think it means cleanness in contrast 
to the soot-begrimed chimney. sweepers. To the boy in the next seat 
the 'tvord may indicate · brightness, an antonym for blackness. Then 
again 11 golden11 may convey the id.ea of happiness, ... which affords 
contrast to the misery which is inseparabl~ from the act of sweeping 
chimney·s. 
But there are still other possibilities .. all equall.y valid, 
and deserving of full marks. Golden lads could bring to mind boys 
with flaxen hair. Or golden might be indicative of nobility of 
character, for gold in ShakesIEare's d~y was held in very high 
repute; and · so it may v1ell be a symbol· of perfection. Finally, 
t ·here is another interpretation: youth is usually considered the 
prime season of life, but ~ven . tender years may fal~ a prey to death! 
However the epithet be interpreted, ther·e · is no bargairimg ~,J'ith ·death. 
The second· stanza proclaims immunity from ·other influences -
people in high positions, dictators who oppress, and the lack of 
·rood or clothing. All "tvorldly r ·orces are now equated: · the reed is 
as the· oak, which is to s~y the one is as useful as the other, 
depending upon your point of view. Really strength .or weakness is 
immate~ial, for in death there is nothing. 
• 
;. 
• 
.. 
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The effect of the repetition of the clause, "Fear no more", 
which introduces each of the three stanzas, is to emphasize that 
death severs all e~rthl.Y activity. Notice too the repetition of 
"come to dust", whi:c.h closes eac;J1 of the ·three stan.zas. How fitting 
this is, for death closes all! I should be noted also that line 15 
expresses the thought ·contained in line ?. Again, line 16 echoes 
the sentiment of lin~s 4 and 10. In c·e>nc.lusion, it may be noted 
that each stanza is rounded out by a c:ouplet. These rhymed lines 
contain the complete express·ion of ·a. single. thought: Death is the 
great democracy. 
QUESTIONS 
. ' ; 
1. Compare the opening two lines of stanzas one and two.· 
2. Sc·an ·the first s.tanza. 
3. Explain: -"physic", "thunder-stone'', and ''eonsign". 
4. What is the effect of the . repetition of the clause ''Fear 
no more•·•? Is there any other rep.etition in the poem? 
5. :State the theme. of the poem. 
6. What is the mood?· 
7. What is the me.aning of line 10? · 
8. There are lines in stanzas one and two which are expressions 
of the same ide.a as line 16. Which are the lines in stanzas 
one and two? · 
9. Write a brief critical appreciation, dealing with theme, mood, 
development, imagery, and. diction. 
10. Give the years of Shakes pa are' s birth and death • 
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MODEL AfJS\vERS 
1. 
i 
\ 
' 
2. 
.. 
. . . 
. . 
In stanza one, the first two lines show that some one is 
bidden to have no more fear of the extremes ··or heat and 
.cold_ that N at.~e sqmetimes provides. The opening lines of . 
· stanza two proclaim immuhity from the displeasure of people 
:1n high position.s, and wrongs at the hands of tyrants. 
. Fear no /more the I heat o' the I eun 
. Nor the fu -/ ri ou.s .. win I ter' s rag I es 
Thou thy I xmrld ly / . task hast I done 
Home art /g,o;n.e ano./ta'en thy I w9g es 
Gold en I lads and I girls all I muet 
As chim I ney Sli§~P I ers come I to dust 
3. The -v1ord "physic n means "scientific knowledge 11 ; "thunder-stoneu 
rneB.J.~s nthtinderbolt 11 ; and "consign" means ndeliver themselves 
5. 
to Death", · 
Death is inevitable and universal, and so it should not be 
feared. 
6. The mood is one of quiet resignation. 
10. The years are respe.otiitely 1564 and 1616. " Suggested . mnemonic 
device: In the year of his birth, 15 .is followed .by four 
times 16 (4 X 16 = 64) and there are two 16's in the year of 
his death. 
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OZYMANDIAS C1F EGYPT 
I met a traveller from an antique land 
Who said: Two vast and trunkle$s legs of stbne · 
Stand in the desert. Near them, on the sand, 
Half sunk, a shatter•a · visage lies, whose frown, 
And wrinkled 11p, and sneer of cold command, 
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read 
Which yet survive, stamped o~ these lifeless · things~ 
The hand that mocked them, ·and the heart that fed; 
And on the pedestal these words appear: 
"My name is Ozymandias, King of kings: 
Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!" · 
Nothing beside remains. ·Round the decay 
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare, 
The lone and level sands stretc·h far · aw~y. 
TITLE OF THE POEM:· 
-
Ozymandias wa.s an Egyptian king who 11 ved long ago: he is said 
to have reigned in Egypt about 2100 ~ B.C:. The name, Ozymandia.s, 
consists of five syllables, with the main accent falli.ng on the 
third (oz i MAN di .as). The vowels are all short. 
EQRM QF ... THE POEM_:. 
The form is the way the poem appears on the page. This is clearly 
a sonnet. A sonnet is noteq for its compression of thought and 
perfection of form. Here is what Richard Watson Gilder has to say 
on this question - a.nd he puts his answer in the form of a sonnet: 
What is a sonnet? 'Tis the pearly shell 
That murmurs of the far-off murmuring sea; 
A precious jewel carved most curiously; 
It is a little pi.cture painted well. 
What is a sonnet? 'Tis the tear that fell 
From a great poet's hidden ecstasy; 
A two-edged sword, a star, a song - ah me ! 
Sometimes a heavy-tolling funeral bell. 
This was the flame that shook with Dante's breath; 
.· The solemn organ whereon Mil ton played, 
And the clear glass where Shakespeare's shadow falls: 
A sea that is - beware who ventureth l .. 
For like a fiord the narrow floor is laid 
Mid-ocean deep to the sheer mountain walls • 
. ·. 
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The sonnet consists of fourteen iambic pentameter lines, with 
rhymes according to one of several fixed plans, and with reciprocal 
relationships betwe.en the octave and the sestet. "Ozymandias u, 
however, is very irregular, . al though the poem is clea.rl_y · d 1 v1ded 
into octave and sestet. 
In the .first place, several of the feet are not iambic. In 
the second place, the rhyme pa.ttern causes a peculiar echo, for it 
is neither "abbau, "abban, as illustrated by such sonnets as "Upon 
Westminster Bridge" "On His Blindness" "To Milton" "An Old , . , , 
Ha--bi tant", and 1• Much Have I Travelled"; nor is 1 t "abba", "ace a", 
as in the poem "It Is Not To Be Thought Of"; nor is 1 t "abba", · 
"cddc", a.s illustrated in "High Flight". Yet this composition is 
Ital~an rather than English. The English sonnet provides a simple 
pro.gression in its ·three quatrains, and compels the poet to enforce 
o·r summarize his theme in the concluding couplet, as Shakespeare did. 
However, there a~e sonnets which blend characteristics of both the 
Petrarchan and English forms. It should be apparent, then, to . the 
student of poetry, how independent poets really are of rules and 
definitions. 
MEANING OF THE POEM: _' ___ ....__ ______ _.......~---.............. 
A p~raphrase of the poem might run like this: I met a traveller 
from Egypt and he told me that he had seen two huge legs made of 
stone, standing in the desert and supporting nothing. Nearby, lying 
half-buried in the sand was the broken remnant of a head. The 
curling lip and proud sneer on the face indicated tha£ ·the ·sculptor 
fully understood the feeling which underlay such as expression. 
There still lived in the~e lifeless relics the skill of the sculptor 
and the spirit of the old king. On the pedestal were these words: 
nMy name is Ozymandias, King of kings: 
Look at my works, ye Mighty, and despair!" 
That was all there was to be seen. All else was sand, sand, 
stretching far into the horizon. 
IMAGERY OF THE PC1EM: 
--------------
Iµi_agery is the picturesque way thoughs are expressed. Metaphor is 
the usual conveyor of image. Metaphor explains the less by the 
more familiar thing. In all good poetry picturesque metaphors are 
to. be found. The reason ts that the poet sees things· much more 
-vividly and feels much more intensely than do people who are not 
poets. 
Here the poet presents a specific situation to symbolize a general 
co.ndi tion and, of course, the thoughtful pupil 0r reader will 
interpret what the poet says, in terms of other specific situations 
' 
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BREAK, BREAK, BREA;K 
Break, break, break, 
On thy cold grey stones, 0 Seal 
And I 14ou.ld that my tongue could utter 
The thoughts that arise in me, 
O well for the fisherman's boy, 
That he shouts with his sister at play! 
0 well for the sailor lad, 
That he sings in his boat on the bay! 
And the stately ships go on 
To their haven under the hill; 
But O for the touch of a vanish'd hand, 
And the sound of a voice that is stilll 
Break, break, bro.ak~ 
At the foot of thy ~rags, 0 Seal 
But .the tender gr L~e of a day that is dead 
Will never come back to me. 
Lyrics are of various kinds. The term is used to include the 
field of poetry expressing the poet's own thoughts and feelings, 
or the embtiotis of some other .person, as opposed to epic or dramatic. 
Examples of the various kinds of lyric poetry are to be found in 
Tennyson's compositior'l. The Idyll, meaning u1ittle image or picture, 
is one form, as, for example, Tennyson's .uBrookt·i, a charming poem 
with its swift and rippling motion - a poem, which, once heard, is 
rarely forgotten 0 Then there is the Ode, which represents some of 
the noblest poetry in the l?nguage. The ode has high sentiment, 
clothed in lofty style. The Greeks were fond of this form, and they 
used it to do honor to their most famous athletes and warriors. 
Tennyson's uoae on the Death of the Duke of Wellingtonu is an example. 
~third form is the Dramatic Monologue, instanced in Tennyson's 
·~Ulyssesu. A fourth form is the Song, illustrated by Tenn·yson's 
°Crossing the Bar. n Still another form is the Elegy. And thi_s brings 
us to "Break, Break, Break". 
A poem which expresses sorrow at the death of some person or 
regret upon the passing o.f something treasured by a poet, is lmown 
as an elegy. I.t is a sad, reflective lyric suggested by death or 
loss~ Like the dramatic monologue, the elegy is intended to be 
read, .not to be sung. It often delves deep into human emotion and 
thought. The Englis.h language is rich in elegies, amongst the most 
notable being Milton's u1ycidas'·1 , Shelley's nAdonais", Arnold's 
"Thyrsisu, and Tennyson's urn Memoriam" and "Break, Break, Break 11 • 
It is the last-mentioned which is analysed here. 
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BACKGROillJD OF THE POEM: 
The poem was prompted by the poet's sorrow over the untimely 
death in 1833 of his friend Arthur Hallam. Arthur had been a 
college friend. He had been the one who meant most to Tennyson, 
'\-rho was only 24 when death rob.bed him of his friend, and now at 33, 
Tennyson is still oppressed by the loss. 
APPRECIATION: 
The beat of the rhythm helps to make a poem slow or fast, sad 
or gay. Sometimes the rhythm imitates the feeling which the poem 
is describ.ing. This poem sounds sad and moves slowly. You know w~.~n 
you read it that the authorwas not happy, not because of what he says 
so much as:'. the way he says it. The rhythm is sad and slow. The 
mood is bitter grief - desolation! 
The poet observes, over there, a boy playing with his sister, 
and, out there, out on the water, is another boy - a sailor - whose 
business is with the deep. Grief has not touched them yet - not yet~ 
But grief touched Tennyson nine years ago, and is still with him~ 
As you read the poem you may hear something of the same sounds, the 
same sad sounds played by the breakers long ago as Tennyson heard 
them. 
However, the sea offers no sympathy, and after lingering for awhile, 
we withdraw, as Tennyson did with a heavy heart: 
uBut 0 for the touch of a vanish'd hand, 
And the sound of a. voice that is still! u 
QUESTIONS: 
1. What P.o you understand by a upure lyricu? 
2. Explain the significance of the lines: 
"But the tender grace of a day that is dead 
Will never come back to me." 
What is the effect of the v1ords 11 cold grey stones 11 in fixing 
mood and theme? 
4. What images intensify Tennyson's grief by contrast? 
5. What words or phrases are repeated? What is the effect of 
the repetitions? 
6. Scan the first stanza. 
7. Within lC0-150 1,;ords, write a note on the author. 
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MODEL AfJS1tJERS 
. 1 . 
• • 
A pure lyric has three characteristics: 
.. (a) . It is short; 
. (b) It is melodious_; 
( c) It has one moodJ only. 
. ncrossing The Bar" is an example· of a pure lyric. Other 
-examples are Keats's "Bright Star 1·1 and Bryon's 11 She Walks In Beauty 0 • 
In each of these three illustrations the poem is a brief poem of 
passion, representing the mood of the author at the moment. 
t:.... . ~ 
·,· 
. . . 
I 
~. 
BreM I Break I Break I 
On thy cold I grey stones ···; o Sea I 
And I -vrould I that my tongue I could ut ter I 
T·he thought.s I that a-rise I in ~ I 
The c·lassification of all syllables into just two groups, 
stressed and unstressed, (heavy and light), is not in exact accord 
with the facts of spoken poetry, but is a matter of analytical 
convenience. In actual speech, various degrees of stress are used. 
Hence, in the line, "On they cold grey stones O Sea0 , the word 
t•greyu has _more stress than rronu, bu.t may have less stress than 
"cold" or .ttstonesu, and. may be indicated as either stressed or 
unstressed, in accordance -v1i th one's particular reading. There-
fore, since all the varying degress of stress must be classed, in 
analysis·, as either heavy or light, there will occur legitimate 
differences of opinion about the stresses of a poem. 
T.he operiing line contains three chilling ~rords which establish 
the mood, and so they are all stressed. The eaesurae (caesuras) 
take care of the unstressed syllables. 
. . . ~~ 
f. ,, 
.. 
•' 
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ULYSSES 
It little profits tha.t an idle king, 
By this still hearth, among these ·barren crags, 
Match'd with an aged wife, I mete and dole 
Unequal la-v1s U l:1to a s Et'lage race, 
That hoard, an.d sleep, and feed, ai1d kno"t·l not me. 
I cannot rest ·rrom travel: I will drink 
Life to the lees: all times I have enjoy'd 
-Greatly, have · suffe~'d greatly, both with those 
That loved me, a.n.d alone; on shore, and 1.,rhen 
Thro' scudding drifts the rainy Hyades 
Vext the .dim sea: I am become a name; 
For al"tvays roami1-ig \vi th H himgry hea.rt 
11uch 1-iave · -I seen arid YJlown; cities of men 
And manners, climates, cou..YJ.c ils·, governn1ents, 
}iyself not least, 1)ut honour' d of tl1em all; 
And dr1mlr delight of battle \1it.l1 m~.r pe·:3rs, 
Far 011 tl1e ringing plains of \·Jindy Troy. 
I am a part of all that I have met; 
Yet all experien.ce . is an arch · 1vheretl1.1 ... o' 
Gleams that 1.mtra\rell 'd world, '"'hose margin fad es 
For ever and for ever 'vvhen I move. 
How dull it is to pause, to make an end, 
To rt.1st unburnish' d, not to shine in t.1se 1 
As tho' to breathe were life. Life piled on life 
Were all too little, and of one to me 
Little remains: but ev~ry hour is saved 
From that eternal sil.ence, something more, 
A bringer of_ nevJ things; and vile it -v1ere 
For some thre!2 s11ns to store ar1d. hoard myself, 
And this gray spirit yearning in desire 
To follow kno··wledge, like a sinking star, 
Beyond the ~tmost bound of human thought. 
• • • • • • • • 
The lights begin to twinkle from the rocks: 
The long day wa.11.es: the slo\v moon climbs: the deep 
Moans round_ with many ... voices. Come, iny friends, 
'Tis not too late to seek a newer world. 
Push off, and sitting 1~ell in order smite 
The sounding furrows; for my purpose holds 
To sail beyond the sunset, and the baths 
Of all the western stars, until I die. 
It may be that the gulfs will wash us down: 
It may be we shall touch the Happy Isles, 
And see the great Achilles, vrhom we knev.1, 
Tho' much is taken, much abides; and tho' 
We are not now that strength which in old days 
Moved earth and heaven; that -v1hich we are, we are; 
One equal temper of heroic hearts, 
Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will 
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield. 
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Q1JESTIONS: 
1. According to ,this poem, vrhat ha·s Ulys·ses been doing since his 
return? Is . he fi tt·ed for this kind of work'? Explain. 
2. What picture ~f ·declihing years does he present? 
3:. What do you understand by 11dr:amatic monologueu? 
4.. Give ·the background of this poem. 
5.. Write out in simple prose the meaning of lines 1 - 5. 
6·~· · Extend, in your own words, after study of lines 12 - · 17, the 
~w·ords: ur am become a name". 
·7 • · What. key do lines ·7 - 9 give to the man's character? 
8 • . Explain the meaning of each of the following as it appears 
in the context: 
9. 
10. 
11. 
(a) Thro' scudding drifts the rainy Hyades 
V~xt the dim sea. 
(b) I am a part of all that I have met. 
(c) Push off, and sitting well in order smite 
The soundi~g furrows. 
Piek out t1-10 metaphors, and explain them. 
Explain the follo1'1ing allusions: 
(a) these barren crags; 
(b) the rainy Hyades; 
(c) the Happy Isles; 
(d) baths; 
(e) gulfs; 
(f) Achilles. 
Comment on li·nes 55 - 56. 
12. Write a short appreciation of this extract, dealing wit·h 
theme, development, mood, and figures of speech •. 
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MODEL .ANSWERS: 
. 
3. Dramatic refers to drama, a compositiqn which portrays life 
or character; and monologue means a speech uttered by one 
person.: It may be said, therefore, that a dramatic monologue · 
has three characteristics: . 
(a) It introduces a . dramatic moment in ·the life of 
some character; . · 
(b} It reveals the speaker's own character. 
(c) It implies an ·audience of at least one person. 
The audience plays its part by listening. 
4. The. poem, 11 Ulyssesu, is a modern version of a classical theme. 
Homer, the Greek author of the ·two great epics, the c1Iliad" 
· and the uodysseyu, lived some centuries before the Christian 
era. The period when he lived is variously placed, ranging 
from 1200 B~C. to 850 B.C. or later. Even his birthplace 
·is unknown l 
The urlliad0 tells of events taking place in the tenth and 
last year of the siege of Troy by the Greeks. The 0 0dyssey11 
describes the wanderings or the ·Greek Odysseus (Latin Ulysses) 
on his way back from the Trojan war, and his return home - a 
period covering ten years. On the long journey back, Odysseus 
was pursued by the vengeance of the gods, and after many ship-
wrecks, he alone survived. That was the end of the travels of 
Odysseus, as told by Homer. However, the Italian poet Dante, 
in his nDivina Comedia", gave an account of .further exploits 
on the part or Ulysses. He told of his going to sea again, 
with one vessel which he manned with the surviving sailors -
old warriors. (Homer had no survivors except Odysseus). The 
setting out again fired Tennyson's imagination, for he saw in 
Ulysses a hero who would not be satisfied with the dull life 
on the island of Ithaca, but would be seeking more adventure -
more discoveries. To quote Ulysses: · 
How dull it is to pause, to make an end, 
To rust unburnish'd, not to shine in usel 
This poem is a striking revelation of ' the courage with 
which Tennyson faced his terrible grief - the· death of his 
friend, Hallam. ·It is a remarkable indication of his strength 
of character. 
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5 •. · It is only a was·te of precious time · for an active man in my 
posit.ion to remain on this unattractive island, vrith a ·wife 
so much old~r than I am, to measure out bit by bit la\·lS ·which 
mean nothing to the inhabitants, for they are not sufficiently 
civilized to receive' any but arbitrary decisions. In other· 
woTds, they have to be· dealt . ~11th individually. · 
9. (a) I will drink life to the lees. 
( b) Yet . all exp er ienc.e is an arch wherethro' 
Gleams that t1ntravell' d 1~orld, . who·se margin fades 
For ever and for ever when I move. 
Their meanings: 
C.a) ·r will experience all that lif·e has to give. (ttlees" 
means the 1-ast drop in the cup - the very dregs) •. 
(b) A man passes through new experience as he would 
throu·gh an arch which leads to something more. 
to the good. · pe~son is a splendid mystery, every 
of which is .. 
pass 
Life 
day 
uan arch wherethro' 
Gleams · that untravell'd world.u 
In effe-ct, Ulysses says: All experience invites me to 
ever more experience; it invites me to keep on and onl 
io. (a) The bleak rocky island of Ithaca: 
/ 
I ( b) A group of stars that. ,.,as suppose·d under certain 
conditions to bring rainy weather; 
(c) A group of islands believed by the Greeks to be somewhere 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
in the West, to which the favorites o:f the gods were \. 
taken at de.at.h to live in everlasting happiness; 
The ancients believed that the setting stars descended 
into the Western Ocean whence they retu~ned the next 
night; 
It was· believed in olden times that at the far western 
edge o~ the world the waters of the ocean fell over the 
edge of a great abyss; 
One ·of the . Grecian heroes of the Trojan War. He was 
Slain by Paris, sone of Priam, the King of Troy; 
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By his mother Achilles had been made invulnerable, by dipping 
him in the river Styx. In so doing she held him by the heel. 
Hence originated the proverbial phr2se about the heel of 
Achilles. Achilles received the fa ·.~al wound from an arrow 
which struck him in his vulnerable heel. 
11. 11 The long day wanes: the slow moon climbs: the deep · 
Moans round with many voices.u 
This is one of the finest examples in literature of sound 
echoing sense. The long succession of monosyllabic words 
with long vowels imitates the slow dragging of the hours. 
Ulysses is weary from doing so little. 
12. The poem is written in blank verse - lines which follow a 
regular metre but which are without rhyme. The term 11blank 
verse 0 is sometimes.used to denote iambic pentameter lines, 
as in this poem. The vigor of the blank verse and the 
dignified restraint of the lahguage harmonize with the tone 
of heroic endeavor. As we read the poem we sense the poet's 
skillful use of c·aesura, shifted stress, and the run-on line. 
Thus 11Ulysses'' has lasting popular appeal. 
The theme is that life presents a challenge that should not 
be denied. The mood is one of optimism. The figurative language 
contains two fine metaphors: (1) 11 I will drink life to the 
leesu; and (2) the metaphor of experience as an arch through 
which Ulysses sees more worlds to explore. 
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CROSSING THE BAR 
Sunset and evening star, 
And one clear call for me! 
And may t.here be no moaning of t .he bar,. 
When I put out to sea. 
But such a tide as moving seems asleep, 
Too fu.11 for sound and foan1, 
When that which drew from out the boundless deep 
Turns again home. 
Twilight and evening bell, 
And after t .hat t_he darl-\:! 
And may t11ere be no sadness of farewell, 
W.hen I embark; 
For t.b.o' from out our bourne . ()f Time arid Place 
The flood may bear tie 1· ar, 
I hope to see my Pilot face to face 
t{hen I .have crost the ba.r • 
°Crossing T.he Baru is Tennyson's farewell to life. It is 
a poem that should be memorized. This lyric affords a superb 
example of imagery, and here, instead of the pounding of t .he 'tvaves 
as in uBreak, BreaJc, Breal\:u, where the mood is intensely melancholy, 
there is by contrast great peace and calm. The lines bespeak a 
sort of reward after life's vicissitudes on earth, providing a 
transition from t .he storms 01~ time to the hoped-for tranquility of 
eternity. 
QUESTION,S: 
lo Point out t .l1.e connectio11 between the title and the selection, 
that is, the content of the poem. 
2. Explain t t1e inotion of tr1e tide in t.he second ste.nza. 
3. Interpret: 
4. 
(a) moaning at tl1e l "" ar • ~-' ' 
; (b) turns again home; 
. ( ) b · .;-· r~, • :J Pl 
, c ourne O..i.. llme .ana ace. 
svmbolism. 
Cl 
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5. What words convey images of evening, and thus suggest life's 
drav1ing to a close? 
6. What is symbolized by the tide u ;- or-. v • ... } fv.ll for sou.nd and 1·oam"? 
7. What is the theme· of the poem? 
8. nc1~ossing Tl1e Barn is a pure lyrie. Mention two or t11ree 
otl1er sl1er1 lyrj_es by Tenr1;lsor1. 
9. Compare Tenr1yso11' s attitu.de to1-jard appI~oaching death in 
ucrossing The Bar" 1vith that of any .QP~ poet YOll r1ave studied. 
3~ (a) Some people used to think, and maybe still do, that the 
tide moans in going out, whenever someone has died. The 
moaning of the bar~ - tl1.e barrier of sand at the mouth of 
a river ~ usually forebodes a storm. · The poet thinks of 
himself as sailing out into the sea of Eternity. 
(b) goes back to God, its source. The soul returns to God. 
( c) ubournen means ubound.arytt or tttermina.l point"" Tennyson. 
is referring to the Earth on which we live. 
7 ~ 'rennyson' s calnm.ess and confidence at the approach of death. 
8. Other such lyrics by Tennyson: 
11 S·weet and Lown; 
uTears, -Idle Tears n; 
"liome The:v Brougr1t II er \"1 arr ior De ad". 
, 
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GO, LOVELY ROSE~ 
The seventeenth century poem bearing the abo·ve title was 
written by Edmund Waller, and it is for this lyric · that he is 
remembered as a poet. Of him, a twentieth century author - Logan 
Pearsall Smith - said: 
"Most of all I envy the o.ctogenarian poet - Edmund Waller .;.. 
who joined three words: 'Go lovely Rose', so happily together, 
that he left his name to float down . through time on the wings of 
a phrase and a flower.n 
The theme of this song is the passing of time and the changing 
conditions which age brings. The poet sent a rose to the woman with 
! 
whom he fell in love after the death of his first wife - Lady Dorothy 
Sidney - to hurry her up, · SO to speak. Like the rose itself, she was 
then in full bloom - and beauty is transient1 Apparently Lady Dorothy 
wasn't sufficiently impressed, for history tells us ·that a woman, 
named Mary Bracey, later became Waller's second wife. 
Like his .contemporary, Richard Lovelace, who also is represented 
in the ARGOSY, Waller was a Cavalier poet. ·Cavalier poets were so 
called because they belonged to the · sid~ qf King Charles I, as con-
. 
trasted with the Roundheads - the Opposition - who were members of 
the parliamentary party. The latter wore their hair cropped short, 
while the former sported ringlets. 
We shall now read through the poem, and then comment on its 
meaning, stanza by stanza • 
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Go, lovely Rosel 
Tell her, that wastes her time and me, 
That now she knows, 
When· I resemble her to thee, 
How sweet and fair she seems to be •. 
Tell her that's young 
And shuns to have her graces spied, 
That hadst thou sprung 
In deserts, where no men abide, 
Thou must have uncommend.ed died. 
Small is the worth 
Of beauty from the light retired: 
Bid her come forth, 
Suffer herself to be desired, 
And not blus~ so to be admired. 
Then diel that she 
The common fate of all things rare 
May read in thee: 
How small a9part -of ·time they share 
That are so wondrous sweet and fairl 
ANALYSIS OF THE POEM: . 
STANZA ONE: The meaning is plain. Instead of "compare", . 
the poet uses "resemble", but we understand what he means. He 
uses the old singular form, nthoun and "thee", and the correspondin·g 
verb form. From our reading of the Bible and from our prayers, we 
are accustomed to "thou" and "thee". 
STANZA TWO: For "shuns to have her graces spiean, we would 
say "avoids having her attractions seen". "That hadst thou sprung'' 
means uthat if you had grown". The fifth line means: "You would 
have died without being praised". 
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STANZA THREE: Here there is an inversion. T.he first two 
lines mean: T.he beauty which cannot be seen is of little value. 
11 Suffern means n allow11 • Hence, bid her allow 1:1er self to be desired. 
STANZA FOUR: There is another inversion here. Re-arranged, 
the first three lines say: uTl1en die tr1at she may read in thee the 
common fate of all rare things". Continuing t _he thought, the last 
two lines mean: That s .he may read in t .hee how small a part of time 
is given to those t .hings which are so wondrously sweet and fair. 
Thus the poet pretends to instruct the rose to make of itself 
a moral to the woman. 
QU.ESTIONS: 
1 • 
2. 
Suggest another title for this lyrico 
Is the poet happy or unhappy? Explain. 
3. What is the rhyme scheme? 
4. Scan the first stanza. 
5. Write a brief appreciation, dealing with tr1eme, development, 
mood, imagery, an.a diction • 
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THE SOLITARY REAPER 
Wordsworth is a prominent · name in English literature. Born 
in the year 1770, he lived to the ·age of 80 years. On the death of 
Robert Southey in 1843, Words1iJorth at the age of 73, was named poet 
laureate, and was succeeded 11~7 I1eP...nyson, wl-io said that the Laureate' s 
wreath came to him 
u • • ,. • greener from the brov1s 
Of him who uttered notl1ing base. u 
The beautiful Lake Country of Nortl1ern England cradled 
Wordsworth; and this picturesque region of mountains, lakes, brooks, 
and waterfalls, may be said to have ·sustained him t .hroughout .his 
four score years. Wordsworth's favorite topics were flowers, birds, 
trees, and the simple, kindly people all about _him. On this regard 
of his for the great commonplaces of life were reared his master-
pieces of literature. Indeed, his poetry abounds with such sights 
and sounds as the shado-v1 of tl1e daisy, the mist sentinelling the 
hare scampering across a rain-drenched moor, the echo of the cuckoo's 
call, the play of waters, and the soft lullaby of winds. And this 
reverent regard for lowly things c11aracterized also his consideration 
of human nature. Wordsworth really loved people, and he could talk 
well and deeply about t11eir passio:a.s, t11eir a~fections, tlJ.eir 
occupations, their triumphs and their misfortunes~ 
"The Solitary Reaper 11 holds higl1 place amor1g Words,..vort.h' s 
lyrics. This poem is sometimes referred to as an idyll - a simple 
description of a phase of rustic life - and it is regarded also as 
• 
• 
t. 
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a ballad, both, of course, being forms of the lyric, for lyric has 
come to embrace a lot of poetry~ Being personal and subjective, 
lyric poetry differs from narrative and dramatic. The lyric is 
also usually brief, and the mood is pronounced - sometimes gay, 
sometimes sad. This poetry was so named because long, long ago 
it was composed to be sung to the accompaniment of the lyre - a 
stringed instrument used by the ancient Greeks~ 
The title, nsolitary reaper 0 , indicates a peasant girl who 
sings all alone in the valley as she plies her sickle. Her song 
con1es forth like the spirit of~ ancestral Scotland recounting its 
nold, unhappy, far-off things, and battles long ago 0 o For the 
scene is laid near Loch Lomond, and to the poet the girl's song is 
nthe .sweetest human voice I e'1er heardu. 
We shall no\v explore this lyric, stanza by stanza, to show 
what a good job might be done in a good school. Here follows the 
first of the four stanzas: 
Behold her, single in the field, 
Yon solitary Highland lassl 
Reaping and singing by herself; 
Stop here, or gently passl 
Alone she cuts and binds the grain, 
And sings a melancholy strain; 
0 listenl for the vale profound 
Is overflowing with the sound . 
As we c arefully r e ad the first st anza, the picture that 
emerges is that of a girl cutting grass, while she sings a s ad song 
vJhich c alls fortr1 an echo from the neighboring hills. The f ourt h 
line particularly -v1arrants our attention: Stop here, or gently pass ~ 
In other words, stop to listen, or, if you must be on your way, go 
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quietly on tiptoe; for there is something hallowed about this sceneG 
The good reader notes also the three exclamation marks. In addition, 
the three adjectives, 1'single", usolitary", and ualone", are 
synony·ms, and truly sigr1ificant f 'rom the a11tl1or 1 s vie·wpoint. 
No nightingale did ever chaunt 
More welcome notes to weary bands 
Of travellers in some shady haunt, 
.Among Arabian sands: 
A voice so thrilling ne'er was heard 
In springtime from the cuckoo-bird~ 
Breaking the silence of the seas 
Amor1g the farthesi; Hebrideso 
The second stanza contains t ·wo cornparisons: the girl's 
song is likened to that 01~ a nightingale in an Arabian desert (the 
desert is in keeping with the aloneness oi:') the girl) ; and her song 
is compared to the coming of Spring~s first cuckoo in the Hebrides -
islands ly·ing of·r tr1e ·t,;est c oast of~ Scotlar1d o 
How refreshing it is when the hot, desert day gives place 
to the cool of the evening , when the traveller is enjoying his 
rest o The nig11ti.ngale' s song comes as an added reward for per sec::. 
verance ~ a delightful spot, this oasis1 The second comparison is 
even more compel ling . The si .. ler1ce here is accen tuated by the sound 
of water lapping upon the rocky coasto Note the alliteration which 
seems to spell out loneliness, in 
Breaking the silence of the seas 
Arnong the farthest He~brides o 
And the adjective nrarthest u seems to echo the loneliness -. way 
out there beyond the beyondo 
1 
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The cuckoo is for the Hebrides what the robin is for New-
founc1land - proof ei1.ougl1 that ·winter is over, and a promise of good 
davs to cor.ae. 
"' 
11.llITlber three. 
There is great imagery in this stanza, and also 
Will no one tell me what she sings? -
Perr.i.a.ps tl1e plai11tive nun1bers flow 
For old, unhappy, far-off things, 
.And battles long ago: 
Or is it some more humble lay, 
Familiar matter of today? 
Some natural sorrow, loss, o~ pain, 
T.b .. c:l t has been, and maJr be age.in? 
• in 
Tl1e poet does n.ot understand just ~vhat the girl is singing •. 
The language is Gaelic - Greek to him. He feels, hovJever, that 
the mood is sad, as of some tragic event of the long ago. The 
phrase, uold, unhappy, far-off t11ings" suggests an episode out of 
the deep past. Ballad s originated before the era of printing~ On 
tl1e other hand, the girl's song might ~rell be a.bou.t some 11 f amiliar 
matter of todayue Sorro1vs are ne.,.rer far a\\Ta.y. 
Whate' er the theme, the maider1 sang 
As if her song could have no ending; 
I saw her singing at her work, 
.And o'er the sickle bending; -
I listened, motionless and still; 
.And, a s I mounted up the hill, 
The music in my heart I bore, 
Long after it was heard no more • 
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How much was Wordsworth impressed by this songt Its appeal 
was so great that he could not soon forget it, if indeed, ever, for 
there Was ~bo11 t 1· +- some tr'".!!. ....... , g n-P i -rnm··:.,.--::+ al ~ ·r. ·p· ..l . ~ .... ...~ • ~ v . . ~' .I. J_J_.J. ..... -I,, -ft ._, . .L v ....._ ·'- ... , .j 0 The picture throughout 
the poem so11g. melody· ham1ted the poet 
into the future, for he concludes by sayipg 
The nras:lc in rt(f 11eart I bor t:~ 9 
Long after it was heard no moreo 
Beautifu.l • m·ur."'-,.,.,., I 1":l ..L r...; can cor1j11re u.p :Linages iil t .he ml11d, and its memory 
may long linger() 
There is similarity between the last two lines of this poem 
and the four concluding lines of Wordsworth's ''The Daffodils"o For 
Wordsworth, poetry i.s aen1oti.or1 r· ecollect~S?d ir1 tranqttillity11 • This 
seerns to match anotr1er def~inittor1 of poetry: Poetry is what Milton 
saw when. he l)ecarne -olind o Would tiJ.at ou.r matriculants could honestly 
affirm of literature in general, and of poetry in particular, 
QUESTJ_Q~§.: 
The lesson in my heart I bore, 
Long after it was heard no moret 
1 w. n' at ~ ~ ~I-h e· -f- hem ... c ·t·• -th' J~ c• 'r\ f~• e,m? 
....i.. '- .J_ l:> lJ,1.,; ... • \.t- . 16 ) . , .-1. ~ - ..:.:> }IV " 
What does the poet thi nk mav be 
'".! 
·t;h.e g irl, s song? 
3 l:J"o·wr . ..:J 0 8 c +· t.1 - po"" t d.- "' s n ·v~ 4 b c t t,.1'::0. e f .P .~, /0 f· o+l) +- ~ ~ ~."" j_ ....,.1. -l.. 1 s s 1° n. g u· lg • ~l . U .. · 1 0 vl 8 . ~ ""' e \..-.:.. ..L . '-' .• l c.. .L c; \_.. v _,_ ,.., .1. lL 0 -
4-~ 
UpOn him? 
E 1 .. ' b . · ~ · f"~ xp. a in ~ .Le s J_gn 11. :ic ance 0..1 .. 
Tl1e must.c ir1 :m~y heart I bore, 
Lon g aft er it was heard no more s 
1 
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Miltonl thou should'st be living at this hour; 
England 1-iath need of thee; she is a fen 
Of sta,gna11t vra.ters; altar, S"'vJord, and pen, 
Fireside, the l1eroic l,ieal th of hall 2nd bower, 
Have forfeited their ancient English dov1er 
Of inward happiness. We are selfish men; 
Ol.1 1 ~ ai· ere- u~ ,up ret11rn to t 1 ,... ~ C" a ; n • l .... • J.. c ,:::i '-' ' vi.. - t::> c -" C) • -'- - ' 
.tilld gi\re u.s ma.nners, \tirtv.e, freed on1 , po1v-er~ 
Thy soul was like a Star, and dwelt apart; 
Trtot1 11adst a voice i1Jhose som1.d 1.r1a s like the sea; 
Pure as the naked heavens, majestic, free, 
S d ·a -1- t' -'- 1 i·""'' o .~ i .s0 natl 0rave ..... on _ire s comrnon 1 .. 1a;/, 
In cheerful godliness; and yet thy he art 
The lowliest duties on herself did lay. 
\1ords1.~1orth feared tb.e expanding despotism of rJapoleone At 
ti1is ti1ne in England materi2~lis1n 'T/las rampante· The poem sounds a 
call to Milton, the great apostle of freedom and virtue, whose 
spj_ri t 1:1as needed to arouse and quicken the people • 
QUESTIOlJS: 
1 
...L. • Ex:pla in: ( a ) n A f' en of st a gn &"1. t 111 a. t er s 11 ; 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
n A, .1.. ...._ ,.., 
..L 0 c:t ..1.. ' 
vJe al tl1 
s1/Jord, pen, fireside, and the her aldic 
of hall 2nd bo1vern; 
urnviTard l1appinesstt; 
tr ~..,1.r Rnne-r cu l ' c....... - .;::) • 
2. Write a brief note on the style of the poem. 
3. ~l11at is the t 11erne? 
By what me ans in the octave does the poet describe the state 
of England in l t'.:02 - the ye 2r of the poem? 
5. 1ilJ.a.t reasons does the sestet advance to mark l'·'lilton as a leader? 
6 . ivh~r is tr1is poem c 2.lled ct sonnet? 
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l10DEL ANSWERS: 
------ -
lf) (a) A metap.hor, suggesting material corruption and spiritual 
stagnation; 
(c) 
Metonomy, indicating vivid interpretations of clergy, 
soldiers, ~1ri ters, family li:fe, and places wl1ere men and 
women assemble. In Anglo-Saxon times the hall and bower 
were the main rooms in the large houses of different tribes. 
(d) A sense of dignity in a person's response. 
2. Ti1e poem illustrates the son.net. Howe·ver, lines 011.e, two, and 
four in the octave, open with a trochee. The trochee is startling, 
an.d thus lE~nd.s the poem emphasis. Notice, too, as another aspect 
of style, that Wordsworth sometimes has one line flowing into the 
next. 
3. Liberty is the theme. 
• 
t 
• 
· .. 
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5o 
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UPON WESTMINSTER BRIDGE 
-· · 
Earth has not anything to show more fair: 
Dull would he be of soul who could pass by 
A sight so touching in its majesty: 
This City now doth like a -garment wear 
The beauty of the morning: silent , bare, 
Shi ps, tower s, domes, theatres, and temples lie 
Open unto the fi.elds, and to the sky j -
All bright and glittering i n the smokeless airo 
Never d i d Slli"l more beaut:ifully steep 
In his first splendour valley, rock, or hill; 
Ne ~ er saw I~ ne·ver felt, a ealm s o deep l 
The river gli deth at his own s ·weet wi.11 : 
Dear God t the very houses seem asleep; 
And all. that mighty heart is lyi.ng still ~ 
Give the background of this poemo 
State the type of poem this iso Why? 
What is the domlnant mood? 
Indicate the rhyme patterno 
What statement in the octave most fully· rev·eal s t he ef'fect of 
the seene on the poet ? 
60 Do you. think c i .ties have personalities? Expla i no· 
llo 
Explain: nopen.· 1rr1to the fieldsu (li.ne 7 ) ; ut o-u.et1ing'1 (line 8); 
and ''heartu (line 14)o 
List the things t hat the poet saw from h i s posit i on on the 
bridgeo 
Comment at lengtr1 on one figure of speech i n. t he poemo 
In 100 wor·ds or so write an appreciation of t .b.e l.jtr i c 9 dealing 
with theme, development, mood, imagery~ and dict iono 
Scan the last t\A10 lines o 
l2o Write a paragraph on the authoro 
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MODEL ANSW:&.qs 
"'"Id cs • -= dtt# ·~ 
2 o A sonnet o 1:he sor1net has 14 lines, with five accents or ·beats 
in each lineo The first eight lines develop the thought, while 
the last six round it off o The lines are iambic pen~ametero 
3o The mood is one of peaceo The morning was beautiful, and the 
poet had never experienced ua calm so deep 0 o 
4o 'ro ·use t h e ~ alJc v corrv·entior1, the rhyme pattern is 
11 b'b u u d l1 a a , c , UrodU 
- ' 
"cdtto 
5o Tl1.e opening 1.ine: "Ear,th has not anything to show more fairou 
60 Yes , cities do have personalitieso In the morning they are 
drowsyo Later they throb with activity; while at nightfall a 
.hush su-bdues tr1emo It must 'be understood that this poem v1as 
writter1 O\Ter" 160 years ago 9 and cities ir1 the twentieth century 
tend to be noisy even at nighto In the past century or so 
science has revolut i onized most cities of the Westo 
7o "'Open lmto tl1e: :f'ields u: adjace11t to the open co'lmtry, which 
was ther1 visible from the bridgeo Sl1ch~ of course, is no longer 
+·r ... J.e v. I _; o 
nT;ou·rihi",....,tg· n.. J0 rnpress .,ve 
...... ..1...1.. ,,l. . • " 1 . • . ..!... ) 0 
0 Heart u: tb.e city oi'I> Londor1~ that is~ London proper ..... the center 
of Greater Londono 
9o My choice lies in 1.ines 13 and 14·: 
Dear Godt the very houses seem asleep, 
And all that mighty heart is lying still l 
This clos:ir1g ~figure .'is tru ly t riumphant with its threefold 
distinction: 
(1) the emotional experience of the poet; 
(2) t he use of t he present tense which brings the 
idea right to the reader; 
(3) the dramatic force~ for the poet assumes the 
presence of a listening earo 
t 
·t 
• 
• 
10. 
i 
'11.b~e theme of t.b. i s 
P~nr.1 We s+-m. ·inc-+· CJ~., 
...;... .. L -... J..i.... .... v .... ----.,. ...; u ___, . 
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